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ABSTRACT
This thesis evaluated the color appearance predictions of four digital color
transforms (Hunt, RLAB, CIELAB, and von Kries) between CRT
"original"
images, viewed in a lighted room, and projected slides, viewed in the dark.
Calibrated projection of these images required resolution of several complex
issues. Upon projection, the slide colors changed. A rapid color shift (on the
order of 75 seconds) was followed by a slower, steady degradation which also
had to be minimized for accurate image presentation. Therefore, a model of the
film behavior was based upon dye absorptivities and color measurements of
slides as they were projected.
The psychophysical experiments included a comparison between
preference choices and memory matching to the CRT
"original."
Two CRT white
points were evaluated: D93 and D65. The preference choices were, in fact,
distinct from the selected matches. RLAB produced statistically superior
matches over any other model for
both white points. Model performance was
image dependent. Occasionally, CIELAB or von Kries images were equivalent
to RLAB. However, CIELAB and von Kries predictions ranged widely in their
performance. Hunt's image predictions consistently gave the worst results.
Interestingly, RLAB was also elected as the most acceptable choice: judged
'acceptable'
inmore than 2/3 of all cases,with a maximum approval of 89%.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Visual Perception and Cross-Media Color Reproduction
Images reproduced colorimetrically may not appear the same when viewed
across different media. Visual color perception is a complex combination of light
stimulation, signal processing, and cognitive interpretation. Thus, perception
can not be simply described by the reflectance of an object. A quantification of
the brain's final interpretation of color must be determined in order to
successfully predict the appearance of an image when it is presented under
different viewing conditions.
Gauging this interpretation has proven to be complex. Documented color
appearance phenomena illustrate the unusual behavior of our perception.
Several effects, directly related to this work, will be reviewed. In the past,
because of these complexities, color identification and color difference formulas
were devised after stringently controlling viewing conditions (Bartleson, 1981).
Today, with the technological availability for novice users to create images
across media, a growing demand to produce colors that appear the same on
output as those created on a CRT, for example, has sparked current research to
evaluate color appearance models that predict color matches across different
media.
1.2. Organization of Thesis
Without accurate modeling of the film recorder and careful attention to all
factors which alter the projected colors, the results of the psychophysical
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experiments are dubious. Many details of this work logically fall into two
distinct categories: those involving creation of calibrated slide images and
psychophysical testing of color reproduction formulas. Therefore, this thesis
consists of two sections. Within the first section many calibration issues are
discussed. This work has quantified the effect of heat from the projector light
source, variability of single-color-slide colors due to processing and the film
recorder, modeling error from the CRT and film recorder, and degradation of
the colors that might be expected throughout a psychophysical experiment with
15 observers. Some other effects have been empirically identified as concerns,
such as changes in transmittance for patches made with the same digital counts
but surrounded by different colors. Several settings for the film recorder were
also evaluated.
The section on psychophysics develops several topics: specific factors that
affect the visual system's interpretation of the input stimuli, experimental
techniques, previous testing of color appearance models, color reproduction
models (in this experiment) and evaluation of results.
Many theories have been developed to quantify the visual perception of
color. This thesis used a memory matching technique to evaluate a
forced-
choice, paired-comparison
psychophysical experiment using color reproduction
formulae from four models: Hunt 93, RLAB, CIELAB, and von Kries. These
models will be discussed later.
2. Phase I -- Calibrated Projection of 35 mm slides
2.1. Background
2.1.1. Film Stability and Degradation
Photographic film is comprised of an extremely complex system of
chemicals containing multiple functional groups. Many possible types of
undesirable chemical interactions caused by a variety of factors can occur in this
system. The film used in this experiment was Ektachrome 100 Plus Professional,
a chromogenic (dye-coupling) photographic system in which dyes are formed
from colorless couplers already incorporated into the film. Two types of color
changes have been well-documented in chromogenic systems: bleaching and
staining (Wilhelm and Brower, 1993). Bleaching (or fading) results whenever
the density of dye is reduced in comparison to the original image, while staining
refers to the formation of unwanted yellow product. An explanation for
bleaching begins with an understanding of what causes color in these
compounds. At the heart of all chemical processes is the requirement for
electrons to reside in stable electronic states. These states account for the
presence of absorption bands as well as potential chemical reactivity. For
example, a molecule can absorb a
quantum only if the energy of the quantum is
the same as the energy difference
between the current electronic state and a
higher state of the molecule. Some compounds with a series of alternating single
and double bonds (called conjugated bonds) are known to have energy
differences around the magnitude of visible radiation. These compounds are
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capable of absorbing light with wavelengths ranging from 400 to 700 nm, thus
causing the appearance of color.
Whenever changes in the electronic states occur, the absorption peaks change
as well. For example, stereochemical forms often have different peak absorption
wavelengths since the cis- isomer is more constrained (requiring more energy to
vibrate). If the conjugated double-bond structure of the chromophore is
shortened, greater energy is needed to push the electrons into the next stable
level. This means that shorter wavelengths (instead of visible ones) will be
absorbed (Zollinger, 1991). The dye will become colorless. In effect, the amount
of absorption at the original wavelength is reduced.
Many acidic types of reagents will add to the double bonds and degrade the
sequence of conjugated bonds. Even humidity (or water) plays a vital role in the
fading rates of dyes through hydrolysis or hydroxylation. Water is also known
to facilitate the generation of hydrogen peroxide (that has been shown to be
present during many photooxidations) (Zollinger, 1991). Illumination may also
influence the degradation. The energy derived from the absorption of
ultraviolet radiation can produce the formation of excited states in the bonds;
these are then able to reactwith atmospheric oxygen to reduce the double bond.
Oxidation of the dyes or other chemicals in the photographic emulsion, may
form stains that are yellow or brown. Quinones, for example are yellow.
Notably, naphthoquinones have been formed from the degradation of azo dyes
with peroxide (Nassau, 1985). (Color couplers frequently contain an azo-type
linkage.) Heat will accelerate the rate of reaction thereby causing, over a certain
period of time, increased bleaching and staining.
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In summary, many causes are known to affect the rate of film degradation:
chemical stability of the color photographic materials, storage conditions
(temperature and humidity), display conditions (intensity of illumination,
duration of exposure, spectral distribution of the illuminant, ambient
environmental conditions (temperature and humidity) and quality of the
chemical processing (incomplete washing or removal of photographic products
-
-
including silver, halide ions, or developers).
2.1.2. Spectral Changes Upon Projection
Knowing projection of slides causes degradation, initial measurements of
single-color slides (for characterization of the film recorder) were made on a
spectrophotometer (using both regular and total geometries). The slides were
then projected and measured with a spectroradiometer. The spectral curves
were compared to determine which geometry could be used to estimate the
projected spectral transmittance. However, spectral incongruities between the
projected and unprojected slides were nonuniform and varied for different slide
colors. These differences were later shown to be caused by projection. The most
likely cause would be thermochromism due to heat from the projector light
source. Other possible explanations for the spectral changes could be
photochromism or hydrochromism (loss of water).
A thermochromic shift differs from dye degradation and stain formation
because it is reversible. This suggests a mechanism in which a shift in
equilibrium (catalyzed by heat) causes a minor change in the chromophore, thus
altering its absorbance.
Thermochromism has been documented in the chemical
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literature (Zollinger, 1991) and evaluated in standard reference materials (Grum
and Fairchild, 1985); however, no published literature on thermochromism of
photographic film could be found. This phenomenon will be discussed in
greater detail later (Lester and Fairchild, 1994).
2.1.3. Film Recorder Model
As stated by Berns (1993), processed film may be considered as a first
approximation, a transparent medium consisting of dyed gelatin. Given this
assumption, the relationship between digital input to the film recorder and
resulting film transmittance was predicted using: 1) the Beer-Bouger Law
(which relates transmittance to concentration), 2) a modification of the
tristimulus matching algorithm described by Allen (1984) and implemented by
Berns (1993a) to determine the concentrations of dye on the film, 3) a non-linear
stage (to model the film's tone-reproduction curve), and 4) an empirically
derived matrix to acount for inter-image effects. This is shown in Fig. 1. below.
First of all, the image is digitally represented by three planes (red, green,
and blue). The digital counts are modified non-linearly by the film recorder.
Interimage effects (or cross-exposure within film layers to improve image
fidelity) influence the actual dye formation. From dye concentrations and
absorptivities, the Beer-Bouguer Law is used to spectrally reconstruct the
transmittance of the image color. Tristimulus values are then calculated from
the transmittance and the spectra of the projector light source. These steps
define the relationship
between digital counts and output color (expressed as
tristimulus values).
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FIG. 1. Stages of the forward film recorder model.
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Consequently, to accurately reproduce colors through exposure by the film
recorder, the derived model is inverted so that tristimulus values are used as
input and the required digital counts are calculated. An iterative searching
algorithm was developed byMark D. Fairchild to accomplish this task.
2.1.3.1. Beer-Bouguer Law
Given the assumption that processed film may be considered a transparent
medium consisting of dyed gelatin and that the dyes do not scatter light or




e <*PX,c + ^rrPXfm + cyDX/y) (1)
where T^measured approximates T^mternai (the internal transmittance), T^q
is the transmittance of the substate (in this case Dmin, a slide made from the
maximum digital counts), c is the concentration, and D^ is the spectral density
(or absorptivity ) of the cyan, magenta,and yellow dyes.
In order to use this strategy, it is necessary to know the absorptivity of each
dye. While these curves are available from the manufacturer for cool
measurements, anothermethod was needed to derive absorptivity for
'hot'
slides
(since it will be shown that projected slides have unique dye absorptivities).
This was accomplished using principal component analysis from measurements
of three sets of ramp data and
will be discussed in section 2.3.1.
2.1.3.2. Estimating Dye Concentrations
A modification of Allen's (1984) tristimulus matching algorithm for
transparentmedia was used to estimate dye concentrations. It consists of several
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parts: determining the initial matrices, converting concentration to
transmittance, calculating tristimulus values, and iteratively refining the
estimate of concentration until a tristimulus match is achieved.
First of all, the following matrices are defined:
T is the matrix of color matching functions (a 3x31 matrix):
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/ is the absorption spectrum for the color of interest (a 31x1 matrix). K is







Concentrations are first estimated by the following:
c = (TEDO)-!TEDf (8)
From the estimated concentrations and the spectral dye absorptivity curves,
the transmittance can be derived from the Beer-Bouguer equation. The
tristimulus values are calculated from the transmittance curves. Next, the
difference between the predicted and actual tristimulus values (AX, AY, and AZ)
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Acyellow / Acmagenta , and AcCyan refer to an iterative correction in the




The algorithm iterates until an acceptably small At is derived. A multiplicative
factor of 0.4 was used to assure convergence. At that point, a reasonable
estimate for the concentration has been found.
Upon implementation, spectral data was difficult to obtain with sufficient
precision necessitating colorimetric measurements using a tristimulus filter
colorimeter. In this case, the D matrix was calculated by setting T^measured to






= * " Z/Zn
2.1.3.3. Dye Concentrations as Predictors of Digital Counts
The next step is to determine the relationship between the dye
concentration and the known digital counts of the input images. After
estimating dye
concentrations (using the tristimulus matching algorithm
described above), three tone reproduction curves were derived for gray colors
(those having equal digital counts). A cubic spline interpolation method was
used to extrapolate data from the nine measured grays to 256 data points.
Figure 2 below, illustrates these curves and the data is included inAppendix 4.
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Levels
FIG. 2. Tone reproduction curves relating digital counts to dye concentration.
If the dyes in color film were independent upon exposure, the tone
reproduction curves would be sufficient to describe the relationship between
digital count and dye concentration. However as described by Berns (1993):
"...color film relies on the interaction between dyes to improve color
reproduction fidelity. This well-known inter-image effect must be
taken into account. This was accomplished by exposing film with a
factorial design where red, green, and blue ramps were individually
varied while the other two channels were set at a medium
exposure."
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Interimage effects can be seen in the data through examination of predicted
dye concentration with the increase in digital counts of one interimage ramp at a
time. If the dyes were independent, the concentration of the other dyes would
remain constant. However, as the exposure of an image becomes more red, for
example, not only does the cyan concentration dramatically drop off, but also the
yellow and magenta concentrations increase slightly.
If each of these changes were linear, a 3x3 transformation consisting of
slopes would model the interaction. The diagonal elements would contain
relatively large positive numbers while the off-diagonals would have small
negative values. The actual data are not so well behaved. In one study, this
obstacle was overcome by replacing the simple slopes of the hypothetical 3x3
matrix with a matrix of spline functions (Berns, 1993). However in this thesis,
error in the data points from processing and measurement variations produced
erratic spline functions. Modeling error was particularly obvious for the gray
colors. In the end, a 3x3 matrix gave the best results.
The matrix was derived in the following manner. Using 18 new slide
colors, actual dye concentrations (calculated by the tristimulus matching
algorithm) and predicted dye concentrations (derived through the tone
reproduction curves) were determined. As previously implied, if there were no
inter-image effects, these two concentrations would be equal (within
experimental noise). A linear regression model was calculated for each dye
concentration. The model was constrained so that each row summed to one.
This restriction was used to maintain gray balance. The resulting inter-image
correctionmatrix is given below:










The adjusted concentrations were used to reconstruct the spectral
transmittance of the predicted slide color using the Beer-Bouguer Law. Finally,
tristimulus values were calculated from the spectral transmittance, projector
source and color matching functions.
Applying the inverse of this model, tristimulus values are transformed to
transmittance then to dye concentrations. The inter-image matrix is inverted to
change spectrally derived concentrations to the modified concentrations used for
the tone reproduction look-up tables. Finally, an iterative searching algorithm
relates this second set of concentrations to digital counts. These input values
should result in the correct exposure by the Solitaire 8xp film recorder, on
Ektachrome 100 Plus Professional film.
2.2. The Effect of Projection
As was stated previously, projection is known to cause degradation of slide
film. Thus initial work attempted to find a measurement method which would
not degrade the film, yet could be correlated with the spectral data of projected
colors. The colorimetric accuracy of these images would be critical for Phase II:
psychophysical tests. First, single-color slides were created on a Solitaire film
recorder, processed, and measured
on a spectrophotometer (using both regular
and total geometries). These slides were then projected and measured with a
spectroradiometer.
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2.2.1. Equipment
A variety of instruments were used to measure the film. In order to reduce
degradation from projection, a BYK Gardner Color Sphere (BKYCS)
spectrophotometer was used to measure the transmittance of the ambient
temperature ("cool") slides. This double beam instrument is designed with a d/8
geometry, a quartz halogen lamp with an IR filter, a 10 nm bandpass, a concave
holographic grating spectrograph and a solid state silicon diode array detector.
Both regular and total transmittance can be measured on samples with a
diameter at least the width of 35 mm slides. The slides were measured at room
temperature since the optical design of the BYKCS does not significantly heat the
object being measured.
Later, measurements were made while the slide was projected. A Photo
Research PR703A spectroradiometer (PR703A) was used to record the
transmittance of projected slides at
0
from the normal to the projection screen.
This is a single-beam instrument with a 5 nm bandpass, a holographic
diffraction grating and a 256 element photodiode
array.
An LMT-C1200 Colormeter (LMT) was used to measure tristimulus values
of the single-color, 2-color and 9-color projected slide test targets used for
modeling (this will be
discussed further). The LMT was also used to quickly
track chromaticity changes
in the projected colors. The projected light was
imaged directly onto the detector. Finally, the LMT was used to measure the
CRT channel chromaticities (needed for Phase II). "This instrument is a
tristimulus colorimeter with nearly perfect filter
correction. [It consists of four
mosaic-type filters (with up to eight elements
per mosaic), two for the X spectral
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tristimulus value; one for the blue region and one for the red region.] It is more
accurate and precise than available spectroradiometers due to calibration and
signal-level
difficulties."
(Fairchild, 1990, Appendix C).
The projector screen, a Clarion Wall Mounted model rigidly stretched on a
black aluminum frame with a vinyl matte white surface (M1300), was chosen to
provide the most uniformly diffuse reflectance over a broad viewing angle.
A Leica P-2200 projector with a flat field lens was used. The temperature of
a projected gray slide (with a visual density of 2.14) was 52C measured with a
YSI Series 400 thermistor using a Fluke 73 multimeter, following the guidelines
from ANSI Z38.7.5-1948 (Woodlief, 1973). (This temperature is far below the
maximum recommended temperature of 70C.)
2.2.2. Experiment 1: Resolving Spectral Differences
2.2.2.1. Initial Study
A set of 24 slides were created with a Solitaire-16 film recorder. The colors
were chosen to provide a somewhat uniform sampling throughout the CIELAB
color space. At first, the slides were unmounted and directly measured in a
BYKCS spectrophotometer using both regular and total transmittance
geometries. Next the slides were placed in glass mounts, projected onto a white
matte screen and measured with a PR703A spectroradiometer. This instrument
measures spectral radiance of the projected slide. Spectral transmittance values
of the film were calculated by dividing the spectral radiance of each slide by the
spectral radiance of a blank slide (in the same orientation as the other
single-
color slides).
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2.2.2.2. Cool Down Study
A subset of the slides was chosen: dark gray, light gray, cyan, magenta,
yellow, red, green, and blue. These slides were heated in the Leica projector for
5 minutes then measured in the BYKCS (regular transmittance) as they cooled at
0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 120, 180, 240, 360, and 480 seconds. The spectral data were used




Measurements under dissimilar conditions required resolution of two
separate issues: which geometry, regular or total transmittance, would be
equivalent to the projected transmittance; and how differences between
measuring devices could be resolved in order to compare the spectral data. At
first, it was thought one spectrophotometric geometry would show a consistent
correlationwith the projected spectral transmittance measurements. However, it
became readily apparent that the transmittance curves mismatched in a non
uniform fashion that varied for different slide colors. Figure 3 demonstrates this
dilemma for three colors. The projected transmittances were used as the
reference spectra for AEab calculations. Regular and total geometries were
measured with the BYKCS using unmounted film at room temperature. As
shown in Table I, neither geometry correlated well with the projected
transmittance curves. For the sixmost highly chromatic slides, the average
AEab*
was about 6 (with a standard deviation of 2.4) for both spectrophotometric
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geometries. The geometry that produced the lowest
AEab*
varied from slide-to
slide. Most importantly, the amount of mismatch was color dependent.
Table I. Measurement of spectral differences (in terms of AEa^*) between
BYKCS geometries using the PR703A spectra as the standard.
*
indicates the geometry with the lower visual difference















Overall Mean 5.73 6.28
Std Deviation 2.45 2.41
One potential cause for the spectral incongruities would be differences in
instrumental design (for example bandpass). A simple way to simulate the
larger bandpass of the BYKCS when measuring with the PR703A, was to
appropriately average
the spectral data from the PR703A measurements (at
every 2 nm), resulting
in data points with a 10 nm bandpass for both
instruments.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of spectral transmittance measurements for single-color
Ektachrome slides, (a) Cyan, (b) Magenta, (c) Green.
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After this revision, a regression method to correct for other systematic
spectral differences was examined (Reniff, 1994; Robertson, 1987; and Berns
and Petersen, 1988). This regression procedure uses a mechanistic model to
spectrally represent the errors as a function of reflectance (or transmittance)
factor. If a particular parameter is statistically significant, the corresponding
measurement difference between the standard and test values can be
mathematically corrected to improve correlation between the spectral data. The
full model includes the transmittance (T) (normalized between 0 and 1), T^, T^,
T^, T^, and the first and second derivatives. These variables have a relationship
to different types of instrumental errors: the intercept indicates the presence of a
photometric zero error (caused by stray light, calibration error, or maladjustment
of instrumental optics). Measured transmittance and polynomial terms of the
transmittance indicate photometric scale error (caused by calibration error). The
first derivative of the transmittance indicates linear wavelength scale error
(caused by a displacement of the diffraction grating, resulting in errors
proportional to the slope of the spectral transmittance). The second derivative of
the transmittance indicates a bandwidth error (caused by a variation in
construction of the slits surrounding the monochromator).
In the current experiment, a set of five filters: yellow, green, blue, neutral,
and didymium were measured (Hemmendinger Color Laboratory Filter Set:
HCL-68). The BYKCS data were considered the reference. The filters were then
backlitwith a tungsten-halogen source and measured at
0
from normal with the
PR703A. The filters were not placed in the projector in order to avoid a potential
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thermochromic spectral change. The raw PR703A data were divided by the data
for the source before the regression calculations were made.
Regression analysis was evaluated using stepwise, forward, and backward
regression. The regression was rerun using all the variables suggested from the
forward method. This time the partial student's t - test was evaluated to check
significance of the variables. The intercept was not significant, so the regression
was repeated for the final time to give a R2 of 25%. A residual analysis of the
model showed no trends and a normal distribution of the error. (Statistical
output from the final regression is included in Appendix 1.)
A small correction for linear wavelength scale (the first derivative),
bandwidth (the second derivative) and photometric error
(T2
and T5) were
statistically required. However, the actual change in the spectral data produced
an average
AEab*
of only 0.32 (with a range of 0.08 to 0.46). The spectral
variations were not explained by instrumental differences.
2.2.2.3.2. Fluorescence
Although unlikely in slide film, another possibility for the spectral
difference could have been fluorescence. Fluorescent dyes absorb visible light at
one wavelength and emit visible light at another wavelength. If fluorescence
were present, differences in the light source illuminating the slides could
produce inconsistent changes in the spectral curves. A simple comparison in the
spectral data when the slides were illuminated by monochromatic or
polychromatic light would indicate if this were a concern. (Grum, 1980). Several
slide colors (yellow, magenta, cyan and white) were measured on a Diano
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MatchScan II spectrophotometer with both monochromatic illumination and
polychromatic illumination. The spectral transmittance from both
measurements were identical (within instrumental variability). There was no
measurable fluorescence.
2.2.2.3.3. Cool-down vs. spectral
Another hypothesis for the color shift was the effect of temperature. The
slides were noticeably warm when removed from the projector (while this was
not true when measurements in the BYKCS were made). A quick screen of the
medium-gray slide was run by warming it in the projector for 5 minutes then
using the spectrophotometer to quickly measure the slide several times as it
cooled. The spectral curves changed in the same regions where the
discrepancies between the instruments were found. A closer examination of
cyan, magenta, yellow, red, green, blue, and two grays was designed with
spectra measured at 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 120, 180, 240, 360, and 480 seconds after
projection.
The color shift for the green slide is illustrated in Fig. 4. Graph (a) depicts
the spectral differences when the slide was measured with the BYKCS at 0 and
480 seconds after heating in the projector. The second plot (b), compares the
slide while it was projected, "hot", and the
"cool"
slide (at 480 seconds). The





for both (a) and (b). In this last diagram, the two lines were almost parallel,
strongly suggesting the
same phenomenon. (The temperature variation
accounted for the spectral differences observed in all of the other slides as well.)












FIG. 4. Thermochromic color shift for the green slide, (a) Hottest measurement
possible in the BYKCS compared with the same slide after cooling 480 seconds,
(b) Measurement (with the PR703A) while the slide was projected compared
with the same slide measured with the BYKCS after cooling 480 seconds, (c) The
difference calculation (hot data - cool data) from both plots (a) and (b). Notice
the differences exhibit the same pattern strongly suggesting the same
phenomenon is present.
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The projected slide exhibited larger transmittance changes than the
"hot"
data measured in the BYKCS. However, the slides were already cooler at 0
seconds than at a steady-state projected temperature.
CIELAB metrics were used to document the color changes of the eight
slides as they cooled down. As shown in Fig. 5, shifts in lightness (AL*), chroma
(ACab*), and hue difference (AHa^*) varied unpredictably. Usually the chroma
was greater for the cool slide. Sometimes the lightness decreased upon cooling.
Frequently, the chroma and hue differences occurred in opposite directions. The




plots varied for each color. In other words, the
colors did not shift in a single direction (like yellow) but varied in hue angle and
chroma in an independent fashion. The change in lightness (AL*) and chroma
(ACab*) became asymptotic, with a rapid change for the first 90 seconds which
started to level off at about 4 minutes. Figure 6 demonstrates these results for
the yellow slide.
From a calibration viewpoint, the measurements from the
spectrophotometer (at room temperature) were undesirable. The actual colors
which would be viewed upon projection varied in an inconsistent fashion from
those determined using a typical spectrophotometric
reading.
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FIG. 5. CIELAB changes in lightness (AL*), chroma (ACab*), and hue difference
(AHab*) as each slide cooled down. No consistent trend is observed.
It should be noted that heat from the projector may not be the only possible
explanation for the observed spectral shifts. Some other factor associated with
projection, such as photochromism or loss of water (hydrochromism), though
unlikely, may cause the change in the chromophore. For the purposes of this
work however, it is sufficient to document the spectral behavior of the film when
projected. Thus for lack of a better term, measurements during projection will
still be referred to as "hot", while those in the BYKCS as "cool".
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FIG. 6. CIELAB changes in (a*,b*) coordinates, lightness (L), and chroma (Cab*)
for the yellow slide. Other color slides behaved differently, but lightness and
chroma changes were always asymptotic.
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2.2.3. Experiment 2: Evaluation Of Color Shifts
2.2.3.1. Stability of the Color Change
Four slides were chosen to determine if the color of the slides would
eventually stabilize upon projection. Dark and light gray were chosen for tone
reproduction, and yellow and green were used since they exhibited the largest
AEab*
changes in the cool down study. The LMT colorimeter was used to
quickly measure the chromaticity coordinates at 15 second intervals for the first 3
minutes, thenmeasurements were recorded at 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, and 20 minutes.
2.2.3.2. Color ChangeWith Repeated 5 Minute Projection.
A new set of slides was prepared for this experiment so that they would all
have the same projection history. This time, a subset of 8 slides was used (dark
gray, medium gray, cyan, magenta, yellow, red, green, and blue). These more
saturated colors exhibited the largest color shifts.
First, the slides were mounted and measured with the BYKCS (regular
transmittance). Next, each slide was projected for four minutes, a
spectroradiometric reading was taken with the PR703A and after a total of five
minutes in the Leica projector, the slide was removed. After cooling they were
again measured with the BYKCS. This process was repeated three more times
(to give a total projection of 10, 15, and 20 minutes, respectively). The raw data
were divided by data for a blank slide mount before calculating CIELAB
metrics.
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2.2.3.3. Results
2.2.3.3.1. Chromaticity Change Over Time
Since the color of the slides underwent a transformation upon projection,
the next question was whether this change would stabilize after some time
period. The LMT colormeter was chosen to rapidly monitor the chromaticity
coordinates (x, y) of the projector output. Figure 7 compares these shifts for the
yellow, green and dark gray slides. In all three cases, a rapid color shift (of 75 to
90 seconds) was followed by a slower, steady drift in chromaticity. Apparently
because of projection, two phenomena were taking place in which no
equilibrium pointwas established.
2.2.3.3.2. Repeated Projection
In Fig. 8, the magenta slide results were enlarged to illustrate how the





10, 15, and 20 minutes of projection. Figure 9 compares this shift for all six
slides. Upon cooling, the colors almost return back to their original color.




over time. A drift toward the
yellow (positive
b*
direction) implies formation of yellow stain caused by
projection.
A multivariate Hotelling's









in every case. This implies that the slides had
distinctly unique CIELAB coordinates
when theywere projected.
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FIG. 7. Simultaneous comparison of the x and y chromaticity coordinates for
yellow, green and gray slides while being projected.
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FIG. 8. Color shift (in CIELAB
Aa*
and Ab*) as the magenta slide is repeatedly
heated up in the projector then allowed to cool. Both groups of measurements
show a shift in the
+b*
direction (yellowing staining) which is observed for all
other colors. (The original BYKCS data, before any projection, is the standard
(0,0).)
The (b*, a*) coordinates were also plotted for all eight colors
simultaneously in Fig. 10. Plot (a) represents the overall effect of projection. No
single direction of color shift occurs. The coordinates demonstrate a
transformation toward lower chroma, however sometimes relatively large hue
shifts occur. The magnitude of these changes also varies from color-to-color.



































































FIG. 9. Comparison of the color shift between hot (projected) and ambient
temperature (cool) slides. The arrows depict the change over time due to film
degradation (stain formation).
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the color change after 20 minutes of projection. Notice
that the colors of the slides after projection (b) have ALL become more yellow
(due to degradation), while the dominant shift for the projected slides (a) is
toward lower chromaticity.
In comparison, Fig. 10 (b) describes the change caused by degradation in
(b*, a*) of slides measured before and after 20
minutes (or 4 cycles) of projection.
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These slides have all become more yellow. The magnitude of the change is
smaller than that induced by projection and in contrast, all colors shifted only in
the positive
b* direction.
Table II summarizes the AEa]-, after 5 and 20 minutes of projection. The
visual change due to thermochromism could be quite large (for example, green
was about 10
AEaj-,*
units) and at times, was reduced slightly upon further
projection. The degradation effect, however, appeared to be consistent over
time: with increased projection, the colors shifted from the original to the
yellow, positive
b* direction. This experiment was repeated with slides in open
mounts (not in glass). Similar AEa]-, results were obtained.
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Table II. Spectral differences (in terms of AEab*) due to staining (cool) vs.
thermochromism (hot) using the original cool (room temperature) slide as the













Red 5 minutes 1.4 3.9 / 3.7 3.2 / 3.0
20 minutes 2.4 3.4 / 3.2
Green 5 minutes 0.36 10.6 / 10.3 9.1 / 9.0
20minutes 1.41 9.6 / 9.3
Blue 5 minutes 1.8 6.3 / 6.1 6.3 / 6.2
20 minutes 3.8 8.7 / 8.5
Cyan 5 minutes 1.1 5.1 / 4.9 5.8 / 5.6
20 minutes 3.3 5.0 / 4.6
Magenta 5minutes 1.9 5.0 / 4.7 5.4 / 5.2
20 minutes 4.1 7.2 / 7.0
Yellow 5 minutes 0.78 4.5 / 4.1 5.3 / 5.0
20 minutes 2.34 4.2 / 3.8
Dark Gray 5 minutes 1.3 2.6 / 2.5 2.3 / 2.2
20 minutes 2.8 2.9 / 2.7
Light Gray 5 minutes 1.3 0.41 / 0.33 0.45 / 0.39
20minutes 3.4 1.9 / 1.9
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2.3. Film Recorder Calibration
2.3.1. Experiment 3: Characteristic Vectors
As discussed before, it is necessary to know the absorption properties of
each dye in order to derive the tristimulus matches. While these curves are
available from the manufacturer for cool measurements, another method was
needed to derive absorptivities for projected slides (since upon projection slides
change in color). This was accomplished using principal component analysis
(with SYSTAT software) from measurements of three sets of ramp data.
Single-
color-slides created on the Solitaire-16 film recorder were chosen to produce
eleven samples for each series ranging from full color (yellow, magenta, or cyan)
to white (no dye). The slides were placed in clear mounts and measured on the
BYKCS then projected and measured with the PR703A. The data (400 to 700 nm
in 10 nm intervals) were converted to
density.1 The first eigenvector for each set
of ramps was used to model the dye absorptivity. This vector explained a
minimum of 99.8% variance in all cases. Consequently, the model provided a
reasonable estimate for the dye density curves.
For comparison purposes, the predicted dye absorptivities for the hot and
cool vectors were normalized by peak wavelength. The eigenvectors are plotted
in Fig. 11. The curve shape of the
"hot"
yellow and cyan dyes are narrower than
the
"cool"
dyes. More importantly, the
"hot"
magenta dye density shifted
hypsochromically 10 nm.
1 As previously described, the spectral data
from the PR703A was averaged to simulate
the larger bandpass of the BYKCS data.
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(a) Yellow























dye absorptivities. Normalized (first) eigenvectors derived
from individual yellow, magenta, and cyan ramps.
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The shape of these new curves, however, seemed too pointed, so a second
set of eigenvectors was generated from a database of 60 colors. Another
principal component analysis using an
'equimax'
rotation was used to estimate
three eigenvectors (which corresponded to the three dye absorptivities). As
stated by Berns, combining the two sets of vectors through multiple linear
regression (thereby minimizing sum of squares error), produces the best basis
vectors when used for prediction of dye concentrations.
2.3.2. Experiment 4: Tristimulus Matching
2.3.2.1. SlideMeasurement
As previously stated, the model for the film recorder requires exposure and
measurement of a factorial design of red, green, and blue ramps. This was
accomplished by keeping two digital counts at 96 and varying the third color
from 0 to 255 in steps of 32. A set of 9 grays was also prepared in order to model
the tone reproduction. Measurements of previous slides made from the same
digital counts were problematic. About 10% of the slides were too dark to get
spectral data with the PR703A. In order to overcome this hurdle, simultaneous
measurements of the slides with the PR703A and LMT Colormeter were made.
Slides which were too dark to integrate with the spectroradiometer, were
projected for at least 75 seconds (the time required for the thermochromic shift to
occur) before LMT
tristimulus readings were recorded. Using the available
spectral data and the LMT tristimulus values, a relationship was derived, by Roy
Berns, between the calculated tristimulus values from the PR703A and the LMT
values:
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For the final model, a simpler experimental design was used. Slides were
created with two colors surrounded by a gray having a reflectance of
approximately 20%. These slides were shaped similarly to the images employed
in the paired-comparison psychophysical experiments of Phase II. A series of 9
grays (from 0 to 255 in steps of 32) was exposed twice, created on both sides of
the slides. Interimage slides were not prepared. Instead, two digital counts
were kept at 0 while the third varied from 64, 128, 192, and 255 (producing:
dark red, dark green, and dark blue; to full color). Measurements were made
with the LMT. In order to improve variability in the data, the slide projector
was connected to a voltage regulator.
First, the tristimulus values were corrected to estimate tristimulus values
from spectral data. Next a tristimulus matching algorithm was calculated in
order to predict concentrations2. The
2
observer was used, with the projector
light source as the illuminant, and the transmittance of the Dmin was used to
estimate the transmittance of the substrate. While the substrate is actually only
the gelatin, the Dmin is a reasonable first approximation.
2 The tristimulus matching software was
created and implemented by Roy Berns. The
LUT's were iteratively derived byMark Fairchild.
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2.3.2.3. Results: Evaluation ofModel Accuracy
The tristimulus matching algorithm was modeled with two sets of data: 1)
only the gray slides, and 2) the nine grays as well as the three ramps of cyan,
magenta, and yellow. Measured and predicted concentrations of a separate test
set of colors were used to calculate AEab*'s. The more complicated matrix, using
the interimage effects (while maintaining the gray balance), produced better
results.
Table III. Comparison of two film recorder models. AEg]-,* of test slide colors
using only a gray balance model or including interimage effects.
For ALL Color Slides For GRAY Slides
Average Range Average Range
Model from Grays 7.66 1.32 - 17.44 1.74 0.42 - 2.58
Model Including
Interimage Effects
5.73 1.05 - 10.78 1.67 1.33-2.13
2.3.3. Experiment 5: Image Variability
A wide variety of factors affect the ability to reliably create an image.
Physical limitations of the film recorder, processing variability, and image
degradation can cause actual images to deviate from the predicted colors using
the film recorder model.
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2.3.3.1. Gray Variability
As previously stated, interimage effects were evaluated by using a factorial
design, of red, green, and blue ramps. This was accomplished by keeping two
digital counts at 96 and varying the third color from 0 to 255 in steps of 32. At
one point inmodeling the film recorder, each ramp was created on a single slide.
In all, a series of 9 slides (red, green, blue, and 2 gray ramps, a Dmin and 3 slides
containing miscellaneous colors for model testing) were created three times.
These slides were processed at the same time, but each series was measured on
different days. The Dmin slide was used to normalize the tristimulus values
measured for all the other slides. On four ramps, a patch with a gray section
(with equal digital counts of 96 for the red, green, and blue) was exposed.
Examination of the coefficient of variation (the standard deviation divided
by the mean), allows a comparison between normalized values of different
magnitude. Several combinations of the gray digital counts exhibited 5 to 10
times the variability as the other
colors: 0-0-0 (Cv = 11.8%), 64-64-64 (Cv =
17.4%), and 96-96-96 (Cv
= 10.0%). The variability of the 96-96-96 slide was
examined in greater detail, since it was present on six different slides, in the
same position. If the daily populations (6 samples/day) of the normalized
tristimulus values are evaluated, some minor changes are observed (see Fig 12).
However, when the data are reevaluated by the color ramp of the slide (red,
green, blue, or either gray), the variability for the
'color'
is usually much smaller
and more importantly, different from other colors (Fig. 13). The slide-to-slide
('color'
ramp) differences are due to the
physical limitation of the CRT in the film
recorder: the exposure of the gray patches is influenced by the exposure of
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neighboring pixels. The day-to-day changes are a combination of exposure and
measurement differences. This will be discussed in greater detail in the next
section.


















FIG. 12. Populations of 96-96-96 gray patches separated by DAY of
exposure/measurement.
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FIG. 13. Populations of 96-96-96 gray patches sorted by the surrounding COLOR
RAMP on the slide.
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2.3.3.2. Precision Study
The purpose of this study was to anticipate the amount of variability that
could be expected when film was exposed and processed over time. A set of 8
colors was exposed four times on three different rolls of film over three days.
Each roll was also processed on a different day. The colors were chosen by their
anticipated position in CIELAB space (based upon previous experience with the
LUT used). A color from each quadrant in CIELAB, as well as four grays were
used. For each roll of film, the eight colors were randomized (and the order was
different each time).
Average tristimulus values of each slide (measured with the BYKCS,
calculated for illuminant A, and the
2
observer), were used to determine the
"reference"
color from which AE^'s were calculated. For all 95 samples, the
mean
AE^*




> 4 was removed, a gray with a digital count of 150). The
colors which seemed most variable were the middle grays. A gray of 150 digital
counts had a mean
AEab*
of 0.99 (maximum of 2.03). A gray of 200 had a mean
of 0.65, with a maximum of 1.21.
Another issue was the effect of internal calibration of the film recorder.
These slides were randomized with a known sequence and calibrated every 6
slides. A plot of the maximum and minimum
AE^*
values over time (indicated
by the slide number on the roll
of film) was used to determine if the calibration
had a noticable effect. As shown in Fig. 14, the color changes appear to be cyclic.
However, within a series of 6 slides, the
pattern is somewhat random.
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2.3.3.3. Processing Variability
The variability due to processing changes is great. In order to minimize
these effects, the same photofinisher (with a good reputation for quality control)
was always used. Upon special request, this vendor (the RTT Processing Lab)
also supplied us with the process control strips used to monitor each batch of
film developed for this project. A dip-and-dunk processing style was used. The
film was placed on the same hanger as the control strip (to ensure a reasonable
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FIG. 14. Change in
AEab*
with position on a roll of film (recalibrated every 6
slides).
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of three steps: 3, 5, and 7 on these control strips (chosen to reflect visually
noticeable densities) were monitored using the status A filter set on a MacBeth
model TD903 densitometer. Figure 15 provides a history of the change in steps
5. The date of the control strip corresponding to the slides used for modeling the
Solitaire film recorder and for creation of the samples used in the D65
psychophysical experiments are marked on the plot. Also marked on the graph,










FIG. 15. Variability in 'Step
5'
of the control strips.
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The random fluctations in the processing (as exhibited by the density
measurements) make accurate sample preparation extremely difficult. There is
no way to control apriori the processing conditions. If one had the luxury,
perhaps several sets of images could be processed on different days and those
with the best matching control strips could be used. It should also be noted the
fluctuation of the control strips during the precision study was smaller than the
overall variability of these data. Thus the magnitude of the image variability
estimated by the precision study may be optimistic.
2.3.3.4. Slide Degradation Due to Projection
Based upon recommendations by Wilhelm and Brower (1993, pp 221-224),
2 grays and low density CMY's were chosen because
"the visual effects of light fading are very much concentrated in the
lower-density portions of the image...The disproportionate loss of
image dyes in low densities is a characteristic of light fading (and of
projector-fading of
transparencies)."
The actual digital counts of the slides used for this study were: Yellow
200-
255-255, Magenta: 255-200-255, Cyan: 255-255-200, Grays: 215-215-215 (density
about 0.5) and 135-135-135 (density about 1.0).
After development, slides were measured with the BYKCS, projected about
4 minutes, then set aside. It was estimated
each observer would project a slide
an average of 2 minutes (75 seconds for prewarming the slide, and 45 seconds to
make a judgment). Knowing the degradation effects would be subtle, each slide
was projected 2 minutes, four times (for a total of 8 minutes of projection) before
remeasuring with the
BYKCS. The BYKCS was used for simplicity. Examination
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of degradation effects whether measured before or during projection were
equivalent, so the amount of stain formation could be estimated from either
measurement.
The results from this study are graphically shown in Fig. 16.
AEab*
values
were calculated for both a
'standard'
measured immediately after development
and after 4 minutes of projection (illuminant A,
2
observer). As expected, with
repeated projection, an ever-increasing difference in color is measured. When
the standard value is after 4 minutes of projection, the degradation is reduced by
about 1 AEab*. In other words, preconditioning the slide by projecting for 4
minutes reduces the variability.
A simple subtraction of
AEa^*
values was used to estimate the number of
observations that should be used before replacing the set of slides. We
anticipated using about 15 observers
for the psychophysical experiments, so an
examination of 1, 2, or 4, sets of slides was checked. The results are summarized
in Table IV. For the psychophysical experiments, 2 sets of preconditioned slides
would be used.
Thus changes in the slide film due to degradation are handled by both 1)
preconditioning the
slides before using in psychophysical experiments (i.e.
projecting for 4 minutes)
and 2) using a set of slides for only 8 observers.
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FIG. 16. Slide degradation due to projection.
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Table IV. Color Degradation Upon Projection Expressed in 'Number of
Observers'
(an average of 2 minutes projection per observer).
Number of Observers 4 8 16









2.3.4. Film Recorder Settings
Three film recorder adjustments were manipulated to optimize its dynamic
range and define the look-up table (LUT): the calibration settings (CalSets), the
line scans, and the linearization parameter for the LUT.
The CalSets influence the beam size of the exposure. Balanced CalSet
values were recommended by the manufacturer of the film recorder to reduce
chromatic fringes. High CalSets cause the spot size to bloom (so that the pixel
exposure influences another spatial area of the image). Low CalSets produced
dark Dmins. This outcome may be improved by increasing the line scans.
In order to get equal CalSets with an acceptable dynamic range and
discrete exposure, the red, green, and blue settings were iteratively modified as
well as the line scans. The optimum conditions were eventually derived to be
157-164-158 (R-G-B, A = 7) with line scans of 4:2:1. The default settings were
182-
167-147 (A = 35) with a ratio of 1:1:1. (The new conditions were also developed
to provide a lower Dmin of 0.26 compared with the default of 0.32 for all three
RGB channels).
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The LUT can be linearized for either density, CIE lightness (L*), or gamma.
The default, gamma 2.2, was found by the manufacturer to produce images that
best matched the originals (displayed on a Macintosh monitor). As discussed in
'Phase
II'
section 3.1.1.4, Bartleson (1975) determined the following tone
reproduction ratios between images created with different surrounds:
(1:1.25:1.5) for light:dim:dark surrounds respectively. Thus a gamma
enhancement of 1.2 would be required when displaying an image (created in a
dim surround) in the dark. Given that a Macintosh monitor typically has a
gamma of 1.8, an image created by the film recorder would visually match the
original if a tone reproduction gradient of 1.2 x 1.8 (or approximately 2.2) were
used.
However, since the film model uses density data to estimate
concentrations, it was hypothesized a linear-density LUT would provide a
simpler, more accurate model. After a few iterations, the linear LUT was
derived.3 Interimage slides were exposed using these settings and a model for
the slide behavior was derived. Unfortunately, when test images of color ramps
were evaluated, large quantization errors were observed. A second set of slides
was exposed using the new CalSets (line
scan ratio of 4:2:1) with the default LUT
(gamma of 2.2). The images from the film model still exhibited objectionable
contouring. Finally, a third set of slides was created using the default settings
for both the LUT and CalSets (line scan ratio of 1:1:1).
3 LUTs were modified with and without control strip corrections. Even though the
control strips should improve the mathematical derivation of the LUT's, in practice better
results seemed to be estimated whenever the corrections were not applied.
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It is possible that quantization errors occurred when several scans were
requested (as for the red and green channels with the
'new'
CalSets). For
example, if an exposure were divided by 4 (for the number of line scans), and
then rounded to an integer, the colors would have less exposure than desired.
The resultwould be darker colors and fewer levels of exposure.
Status
'A'
density measurements of 9 gray slides prepared using these three
settings are illustrated in Fig. 17 and summarized in Table V. From the plot,
there is a better density separation between the low digital-count gray slides
exposed using the
'Default'
table than achieved when the line scan ratios were
set at 4:2:1 In the latter case, more digital counts were mapped to a small range
of dark densities. Examination of grays created with the resulting film recorder
models confirmed this difference. When the line scan ratios were 4:2:1, many of
the grays mapped to black and complex images had objectionable contouring.
Comparing the grays exposed with the linear-density LUT is also
interesting. The blue density was linear with digital count, as expected.
However, the green and red (that had line scans of 2 and 4, respectively) were
nonlinear for low digital counts (they were too dark). This also implies that a
line scan ratio of 4:2:1 may have caused quantization error.












FIG. 17. Status A density measurements for a series of gray slides exposed with
different CalSets and LUTs
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Table V. Influence of Film Recorder Settings on Gray Exposure. Status A










0-0-0 2.95, 3.25, 3.40 2.94, 3.21, 3.33 2.95, 3.22, 3.38
32-32-32 2.85, 3.11, 2.95 2.89,3.15,3.17 2.64, 2.64, 2.53
64-64-64 2.69, 2.71, 2.54 2.57, 2.82, 2.68 1.81, 1.78, 1.80
96-96-96 2.25, 2.21, 2.08 1.88, 2.04, 1.94 1.44, 1.42, 1.44
128-128-128 1.85, 1.84, 1.77 1.23, 1.29, 1.30 1.12, 1.12, 1.15
160-160-160 1.41, 1.40, 1.37 0.84, 0.85, 0.88 0.89, 0.91, 0.94
192-192-192 1.05, 1.04, 1.02 0.57, 0.56, 0.58 0.69, 0.72, 0.74
224-224-224 0.66, 0.65, 0.63 0.38, 0.37, 0.36 0.53, 0.56, 0.56
255-255-255 0.27, 0.25, 0.22 0.28, 0.26, 0.24 0.38, 0.41, 0.39
2.3.5. Recommendations
In summary, the following procedures are recommended for creating
images:
The default CalSets and LUT reduce quantization errors thereby producing
the most acceptable images. If 12-bit images could be created sometime in the
future, this constraint need not apply. For example, CalSets of 157-164-158, with
line scans of 4:2:1 increase the dynamic range of the film (giving
photographic-
quality images).
In order to reduce the variability in processing, film for a single experiment
should all be processed on the same day.
Changes in the slide film due to degradation are handled by both 1)
preconditioning the
slides (projecting for 4 minutes) before using in
psychophysical experiments and 2) using a set of slides for only 8 observers.
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For convenience, the results describing key image variability issues are
outlined in the table below:
Table VI. Average
AEab*
caused by exposure, processing and projection.
Cause for Color Change Source of Data Average
AEab*
Exposure variability Precision Study, single film roll
(greatest AEab*) Section 2.3.3.2.
0.48
Exposure and processing-1-* Precision Study, three film rolls
Section 2.3.3.2.
0.46
First 4 minutes of projection Degradation Study
Section 2.3.3.4.
1.49




















++ As previously stated, the variability
of
AEab*
estimated from the precision
study (due to processing) may
be optimistically small.
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3. Phase II -- CRT to Slide Appearance Model Testing
3.1. Background
As stated previously, this thesis used a memory matching technique to
evaluate a forced-choice, paired-comparison psychophysical experiment using
color reproduction formulae from four models: Hunt 93, RLAB, CIELAB, and
von Kries. A discussion describing the choice of experimental technique, model
calculations, and a review of other field trials evaluating color reproduction or
color appearance models follows. But first, some background information about
the visual system will provide a greater appreciation for the assumptions or
simplifications present in these models.
3.1.1. Visual System
First of all, there are two classes of human photoreceptors, rods and cones.
Of these, three types of cones have been identified (those responsive to long,
medium, or short wavelengths). Under conditions of high intensity
illumination, the
rods'
sensitivity is bleached out and only the
cones'
response
changes. Whenever the illumination is very low, as at night with no other light,
cones are inactivated. Most of the time, however, both rod and cone signals
contribute to the quantum catch of the light stimulus (Hunt, 1953).
The initial light stimulus received by the retina is modified before it is sent
to the brain. The quantum catch of the receptors (the first stage) must be
compressed when the signal is passed to the ganglion cells since there are many
more cone/rod signals than optic synapses. This is accomplished by a second
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stage mechanism that combines chromatic, achromatic and spatial information in
an opponent fashion (Bartleson, 1984).
The dynamic range of the nerve fibers is only about 100 to 1, while the eye
is sensitive to signals that range on the order of 1010. The
cones'
responsivity
adapts so that a baseline sensitivity, around the magnitude of the ambient light
is established. It is important to note that the relative sensitivities of the different
cones change with light adaptation. A change in the adapting chromaticity
might alter the balance of signals arriving at the second-stage mechanisms.
There may be some saturation of the opponent mechanism by strongly polarized
signals (i.e. linkage) that will be discussed later (Lennie and D'Zmura, p. 363,
1988).
3.1.1.1. ColorMatching Functions and Visual Primaries
Visual weight factors, derived from visual matching experiments, are used
to estimate the broad band receptor response of the cones. These factors, or color
matching functions (CMF's) are a linear combination of actual cone responsivity.
The CIE (Commission Internationale deEclairage) endorses use of the 1931 (2) and
the 1964 (10) colorimetric standard observers to estimate visual response. At
the
2
small field of vision, no rods are present. The
10
standard observer is
based upon the Stiles and Burch data that removed the effect of the rods in order
to allow easy (linear)
transformation of CMF's through the use of Grassmann's




diameter and when the matching conditions are
otherwise such that rod vision may be assumed to be producing only an
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insignificant distortion of the match that would be obtained in the absence of a
rod
response."
(Wyszecki and Stiles, Ch. 5, 1982).
Tristimulus values are based upon color matching functions, which are a
linear combination (and therefore confounded approximation) of actual cone
responsivity. Scientists have used several methods to approximate the
individual cone response functions (or 'fundamental primaries') of the three
types of cones (R, G, B or L, M, S). These methods include: systematic color
shifts from chromatic adaptation data, establishing copunctal points from color
deficient observers, direct measurement from absorption spectra, and
electrophysiological measurement of action spectra (Lennie and D'Zmura, 1988).
Typically, there are some systematic differences at short wavelengths (since
some measurements do not include the actual visual optics). At this time, the
Estevez-Hunt-Pointer (EHP) primaries are used for the transformation








Additionally, the CIE has formed a technical committee (TC1-36) to establish
(among other things) a standard set of cone
responses.
3.1.1.2. Rod Intrusion
There is a possibility of cone
signal interaction with rod signal (at the
ganglion level) whenever the visual field is greater than
4
or under low lighting
(Boynton, 1984). As previously stated, the CIE
10
standard observer was based
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upon the Stiles and Burch data that removed the effect of the rods in order to
allow easy (linear) transformation of CMF's through the use of Grassmann's
laws. However, two metameric lights which produce the same integrated signal
for all three cones in a
10
field, may induce very different amounts of rod
activity thus reducing the accuracy of the predictions for the
10
standard
observer. There is no standard for estimating the effects of rod intrusion.
However, rod activity and its effects on color matching is a current area of
investigation. Some research has shown a high correlation between departure
from Grassmann's Laws of Additivity (used to justify the transformation of cone
representations) and rod intrusion (Shapiro, Pokorny, Smith, 1993). Rod
intrusion can be minimized when the luminance is high. CRT's typically do
NOT have a high luminance. However, a recent study indicates minimal rod
intrusion if the luminance of the CRT exceeds 30 cd/m^ (Presentation by Art
Shapiro, ISCC AnnualMeeting, 1994).
3.1.1.3. Background Effects
Much research has been devoted to documenting how viewing conditions
affect perception. Helson's article, in 1938, describes a 5-year experiment using
observers trained in Munsell notation (hue, value, and chroma) to describe
visual perception of non-selective samples on white, gray, and black
backgrounds. He found "the mere changing of background is sufficient to




is a phenomenon that occurs whenever
two stimuli of different color are viewed side-by-side. Each stimulus alters the
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appearance of the other. If only black, white, and gray (achromatic samples) are
viewed, the appearance changes only in the perception of lightness (usually
referred to as simultaneous or spatial contrast). However, if chromatic stimuli
are compared, color shifts might also occur (Nayatani, Hashimoto, Takahama,
Sobagaki., 1987, andWyszecki, Ch. 9, 1986).
3.1.1.3.1. Helson-Judd Effect
One color appearance phenomenon which has been incorporated into
several appearance models is the Helson-Judd effect. Helson found that samples
illuminated by monochromatic light (using red, green, yellow or blue filters),
change in hue depending upon the amount of light reflected from the sample
compared with the background (Helson, 1938). Thus a non-selective sample of
higher lightness than the background would appear the same hue as the
illuminant, while a sample of lower lightness would appear the complimentary
hue of the illuminant.
In order to cause the Helson-Judd effect', chromatic light with at least 93%
colorimetric purity is required. Thus this effect would rarely be observed under
everyday viewing
conditions. (Despite this argument, both Hunt and Nayatani
models incorporate this effect into their transformations.)
3.1.1.4. Surround Effects
Some of the first studies of adaptation explored lightness/brightness
attributes. Stevens and Stevens (1963) studied the effects of adaptation on
brightness by individually adapting each eye to different illumination
conditions. They measured the brightness function for each eye separately by
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magnitude estimation and directly compared the
eyes'
responses with a
brightness matching procedure. The left eye was dark adapted while the right
eye was adapted to four levels of luminance (dark plus three others). Brightness
in the light adapted eye grew as a power function of luminance (except near the
absolute threshold). The higher the luminance of the adapting light, the steeper
the slope of the power function. In other words, the shape of the power function
changed with viewing conditions (specifically the illumination of the 'room', or
surround) (Bartleson and Breneman, 1967). In 1975, Bartleson published a
derivation of three lightness functions for complex fields with dark, dim, and
light surrounds. Basically, he incorporated different exponents in
Stevens'
Power Law. He also determined thatwhen producing images to be viewed with
different surrounds, the ratio of these exponents determined the optimum tone
reproduction gradient. These results were incorporated in the design of
emulsion gammas for slide film projected in the dark compared with prints
viewed in illuminated rooms. (The slide film should have a system gamma
about 1.5 times that of the print film).
Lightness perception has another non-uniformity. When the stimulus is
near the background reflectance, the perceived lightness changes faster with
reflectance. Takasaki first coined the term
'crispening'
to describe this effect. It
may be thought
of as a larger physiological response to changes in reflectance
near the adaptation point (Semmelroth, 1970).
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3.1.1.5. Cognitive Effects
Assumptions about the context and content of the image will affect how the
brain interprets the modified signal. If these assumptions are challenged, the
brain may alter its color perception. One example described by the Optical
Society of America (OSA, 1963) portrays this concept:
"An officer directing traffic at a busy intersection was observed to be
wearing a pair of light blue pants but then, almost immediately they
changed to dark blue. The explanation was that a pale blue wisp of
exhaust fumes hung in the air between the observer and the officer
about 50 yards away, and at first the light blue was associated
with...the pants; but almost immediately the observer realized that it
was an exhaust cloud which was light blue, whereupon the officer's
pants were perceived tomatch the dark blue of his
coat."
Under many conditions, the modes of appearance are remarkably stable.
Occasionally however, changes in external conditions may cause a shift from one
mode to another.
Knowing what an object should look like, an observer may move into an
environment with different illumination yet still perceive the color as about the
same (after a few minutes). In a general sense, the colors seem constant. Helson
et al. (1952) described this phenomenon :
"When an observer takes an array of color objects from natural
daylight into a room illuminated by an incandescent filament source,
he notices immediately that the colors perceived to belong to the
objects have changed to a marked degree. The blues have become
darker and much less saturated; the greens yellower; and the purples
much redder...Unfortunately, the observer's eye begins to change
almost immediately on entering the artificially illuminated room, and
after five minutes or so the eye increases its sensitivity to the
short-
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wave part of the spectrum so that many of the objects are perceived to
have approximately the same colors that they had in daylight.
The visual system helps to provide some stability (or constancy) of
perception when our environment changes. The response to the stimuli also
changes to some degree, depending on a variety of factors. CJ. Bartleson
studied the lack of
'persistence'
or color constancy for color matches
near-
threshold color differences and large color differences. He found small
differences varied less than large differences and both varied more with widely
disparate conditions of adaptation than when adaptations were similar
(Bartleson, 1981). In two other studies, when observers were asked to make
careful judgments, they could not accurately tell which colors were the same
when switching illuminants, unless there were a large distinction between the
colors (from two distinct categories with different color names) (Boynton and
Smallman, 1989, and Fairchild, 1990, p. 108).
3.1.1.6. Chromatic Adaptation
Chromatic adaptation, or the ability of the visual system to adjust its
equilibrium depending upon viewing conditions, is a partial explanation for
approximate color constancy. Johannes von Kries first described a method to
quantify chromatic
adaptation in 1902. He postulated a 'Theorem of
Proportionality'
implying adaptation of the eye has about the same effect as if all
stimuli acting on the eye were
reduced to certain fractions of their values. .
Steffen was probably the first to hypothesize
an alternative adaptation
model in 1956 (a logarithmic function). MacAdam (1961) proposed a power
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function transformation, but could not show any improvement in the accuracy of
predicting corresponding colors.
Takahama's model (Takahama, 1977) was based upon a visual mechanism
first proposed by Hunt, called
'linkage'
(whereby the response of one cone spills
over to a different cone thereby modifying the neural response passed to the
ganglion cells). This theory can simulate a perceived desaturation in color with
reduced adapting illumination as well as saturation increases with more
adapting illumination (due to the breakdown of linkages) (Hunt, 1950). The
proposed model described the interaction between the cones as a function of the
adapting luminance via a 3x3 linear transformation. Takahama's linkage matrix
is used as part of the RLAB chromatic adaptation formula (that will be discussed
further).
Many other accomplished scientists have studied other models of
chromatic adaptation transforms. Several good review articles on this topic
include: Helson, Judd, andWarren (1952), Terstiege (1972), andWright (1981).
3.1.1.7. Incomplete Adaptation
Incomplete color adaptation occurs whenever the illuminant is highly
chromatic, when the luminance is somewhat low, or only part of the visual field
is affected (Hunt and Winter, 1975, and Hunt, 1976). In these cases, the visual
system (cognitively) cannot estimate the illuminant effect. CRT-to-Slide
reproduction is an interesting case of cross-media reproduction because in each
case, some degree of incomplete
adaptation is expected. The luminance levels of
the CRT are low, the display is self-luminous, and the light in the slide projector
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is tungsten (fairly chromatic, yellow) with a small visual field. Usually, the eye
will completely adapt only to sources with a color temperature around D65. In
the first experiment the CRT was set to a white point at D93, while in the second
test the CRT white point was set at D65. There should be less complete
adaptation in the first case.
3.1.2. Color Reproduction Calculations
Manipulation of digital images follows a systematic path in order to
accurately convert the color presented on an input device to the desired, chosen
color in another medium. Only device calibration is required if the goal is to
produce colorimetrically equivalent images. However, as previously described,
the visual system may not perceive the colors to be the same when viewing
conditions differ (for example due to incomplete adaptation or changes in
surround). Implementation of the transformations described below, required
several steps beyond calibration in order to determine what
'new'
tristimulus
values should be viewed to give the same appearance as the original CRT image.
After calculation of the tristimulus values, a transformation through a look-up
table (LUT) was used to compute the digital counts required for the film
recorder.
3.1.2.1. von Kries
As stated before, the von Kries adaptation transform assumes that the color
will appear the same when the proportion of cone response to the white point is
equal for both viewing conditions
(the original and the reproduction). After first
converting from
tristimulus values to the EHP fundamental primaries (using the
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3x3 matrix previously described), one can solve for the cone response of the
reproduction as shown below for the long (L) wavelength sensitive cone. The




v^original ^white, reproduction) / Lwhite, original \*-)
While the von Kries proportionality rule provides a reasonable first-order
approximation of the visual response, it fails to predict many adaptation effects.
Many studies also indicate the von
Kries'
coefficient law yields poor predictions
whenever the difference in chromatic adaptation is great (Terstiege, 1972).
Despite its shortcomings, the basic proportionality form of this theory may be
found in color difference formulae, chromatic adaptation transforms, and color
appearance models.
3.1.2.2. CIELAB
The CIELAB formula evolved from an effort of the CIE to unify practice of
color difference formulae. The formula contains a von Kries form of adaptation.
Then a cubic function was determined that behaved similarly to the quintic
power function in the Adam's-Nickerson color difference formula (relating
Munsell spacing to relative
luminous reflectance). The parameters were
normalized so that
L*
equaled 100 for the perfect reflecting diffuser, the
parameters were then rounded and smoothed so that both the CIELAB and
CIELUV formulas used the same coefficients for L*. For very small values of the
ratios of X/Xn, Y/Yn, or Z/Zn ( < 0.008856), alternative formulas must be used
(the n subscript refers to the tristimulus values for the white point) (CIE
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Publication No. 15.2, 1986). Nevertheless, for demonstration, the general




= 500 [(X/Xn)l/3 - (Y/Yn)l/3 ]
b*
= 200 [(Y/Yn)l/3 - (Z/Zn)l/3 ]
To get the tristimulus values of a reproduction, first the tristimulus values
of the original is transformed to
L*a*b*
coordinates. The reproduction has these
same coordinates. The CIELAB formulas are algebraically inverted to solve for
the reproduction tristimulus values. As stated before, alternative formulas must
be used for very small values of the ratios of X/Xn, Y/Yn, or Z/Zn. However,
the general form is:
Y =
Yn[(L*





/ 500) + Y/Yn ] *Xn
Z = [Y/Yn-(b*3/200)]*Zn
Thus once the tristimulus values of the two white points are determined, all data
points can be established.
CIELAB provides an improvement over von Kries adaptation since a more
visually uniform
color space is used during the transformation step. However, it
cannot account for changes in surround or incomplete adaptation (that occurs
when viewing
self-luminous displays). As previously described, these
appearance effects can be very significant.
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3.1.2.3. RLAB
RLAB (R for reproduction) is a color appearance space that combines a
more accurate
(Fairchild'
s) chromatic-adaptation model with the ability to adjust
for changes in surround conditions (Fairchild and Berns, 1993). The chromatic
adaptation model is implemented in the following way: First the data is
transformed to the EHP fundamental primaries to determine the independent
response of the cones (using matrix M). Next a von Kries type adaptation is
made including an adjustment for incomplete adaptation. The Fairchild
equations (for a^, p^, and l-p) use variables similar to Hunt's chromatic adaptation
parameters, Fp, Fy, Fp (more fully explained in the subsequent section). Next, a
transformation to imitate adaptation effects is calculated based upon Takahama's
linkage function (matrix C). As previously stated, Takahama's linkage matrix
simulates the interaction between the cones and could reasonably imitate the
"Hunt
effect"
(in which there is a perceived desaturation in color with reduced
adapting illumination as
well as saturation increases with more adapting
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Where aL
= PL / Ln
PL=(l+Yni/3 + /E)/(l+Yni/3 + l//E).






c = 0.219 - 0.0784 log10(Yn)
(the term, c, was derived from Takahama's plots) (Takahama, Sobagaki, and
Nayatani, 1977).
Since each term in the model consisted of compatible matrices, the model
and its inverse could be combined into one step as shown below:
r. =M-'ApC~iClAlM (22)
where the subscripts refer to the adaptation conditions: 1
- the original viewing
conditions and 2 - the reproduction viewing conditions
The Fairchild chromatic adaptation model was transformed into a color
appearance space (RLAB) by using the derived reference tristimulus values
(TSVref) to calculate LR,
aR
and
bR in the same way as the CIELAB coordinates.
However, surround conditions modify the overall compression of the visual
response
(Stevens'
effect). Thus the exponent in the calculations of LR, aR, and
bR
varied according to Hunt's
recommended factors (Hunt, p. 122, 1987) . Using
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1/3 as the average surround, the exponent for dim surround would be 1/(3*1.25)
or 1/3.75, and for dark surround 1/(3*1.5) or 1/4.5.
When both viewing conditions have the same surround luminance, it is not
necessary to convert the (TSVref) to
LRaRbR
coordinates. However, in this
experiment, the original CRT image was examined with the room lights on (dim
surround) while the reproductions (projected slides) were displayed in the dark.
Thus for the current study, the (TSVref) of the original were converted to RLAB
coordinates using a dim surround (1/3.75) exponent. The derived
LRaRbR
coordinates were then inverted in a similar manner to the CIELAB inverse
equations (but using the exponent 1/(1/4.5)). (A step-by-step outline of the
RLAB calculations, equations for low tristimulus values and inverse RLAB
formulas are described by Fairchild and Berns (1993).
3.1.2.4. Hunt
This model is characterized by its foundation in modeling the visual
system. Each component is specifically designed to imitate known appearance
phenomena. For example: 1) The relative contribution of cones and rods to the
achromatic signal are constructed so that, with different levels of light
adaptation their effect changed. 2) Chromatic adaptation is defined by the entire
visual areas in the observing field including: the sample patch, the immediate
proximity of the stimulus,
the background, outside the background and the
adapting field. These
fields are not simply averaged, parameters are designed to
account for their influence in the visual response. 3) Bleaching of the rods and
cones are introduced to provide an upper limit of their response at high levels of
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illumination. 4) For one aspect of the cone signal response, simultaneous
contrast and assimilation are modeled by using a parameter based upon the size
and shape of the proximal field.
The numerical complexity is probably this model's greatest weakness
because it cannot be easily reversed (an essential step in constructing LUT's for
cross-media color reproduction). However, particular visual effects can be easily
modified ifwarranted.
The general form of the Hunt chromatic adaptation model (for one of the
three cones) is as follows (Hunt, 1991):
Pa =Vfn (FlFp P / Pw) + PD 1 + 1 (23)
where: pa = cone signal after adaptation
Bp
= bleaching factor
fn = non-linear cone response function
Fl = illuminance factor
Fp
= incomplete chromatic adaptation
p / pw = von Kries adaptation
pD
= Helson-Judd effect
add 1 for noise
Often each parameter is described by a function. The chromatic adaptation
function that is also present in the RLAB model, Fp for example, describes the
ability of the
visual system to more completely adapt to a light source which has
high luminance and purity:
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Fp
= (1+ LAV3 +^ / (i +
La1/3 + 1/hp) (24)
where LA = the effective luminance of the adapting background in
cd/m2
hp
= (3 RW/Re) / ((Rw/RE + GW/GE + BW/BE)
R, Ge, Be are the integrated cone sensitivities of an equal energy white
(theoretical) source. The coefficients used in the transformation from tristimulus
values are derived so that the Re, Ge, Be values are equal to one another when
the light source is an equi-energy stimulus (Hunt, p. 215, 1991a) .
R\y, G\y, B^ are the integrated cone sensitivities of the light source
under actual viewing conditions (using the same coefficients as above).
When the Fp function is used, the greater the integrated visual sensitivities of the
light source differ from an equal energy stimulus, the less a sample illuminated
by the light source appears white. However, if the luminance is high, this effect
is less pronounced.
Using the cone signals (i.e. pa) correlates of color appearance such as hue,
colorfulness, brightness, lightness, and chroma can be determined. At this point
other factors including chromatic and brightness induction factors (Nc and Nb,
respectively) and scotopic luminances are required to estimate perception. The
values of parameters used in this study are given in Appendix 6.
Once the appearance correlates are calculated, the model is inverted for the
new viewing
conditions. Reversing Hunt's model is not straightforward, an
iterative procedure is required. An outline of the steps is given by Hunt (1994).
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3.1.3. Field Trials of ColorAppearance Transforms
The body of literature on color appearance model performance is minimal.
When a new model is proposed, the author may graphically demonstrate how
well the theory can predict color appearance (such as Munsell hue lines and
chroma contours) and chromatic adaptation effects (Nayatani, Takahama,
Sobagaki, and Hashimoto, 1990, and Guth, 1991).
Over the last few years, a group of scientists at the LUTCHI Research
Centre (headed by M.R. Luo) have compiled a large body of appearance
matching data under an assortment of viewing conditions, varying background,
luminance level, light sources and media (including: self-luminous, reflective,
and transmissive forms) (Luo, et al, 1991 and 1993). A scaling technique
(judging lightness, colorfulness, and hue) of 61 to 105 colors were estimated by
7-8 trained observers. (Variability between the observer's scaling and the group
average was used as a measure of observer reliability.) These data widely
expanded the reference base of appearance matches that previously consisted of
data derived to construct color order systems likeMunsell and OSA.
Visual results from the LUTCHI scaling experiments were used to test color
space and model performances of three uniform colour spaces (CMC (1:1),
CIELAB, and CIELUV) and two colour-appearance models (Nayatani and Hunt
'91). In the case of projected 35-mm slides, Hunt's '91 color-appearance model
performed fairly poorly (as opposed to predictions for self-luminous and
reflective media). In particular, the lightness scale did not adequately fit the
observer-generated data. The lightness and brightness formulas in the Hunt
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model were modified for the '93 version (used in this study). The LUTCHI
group plans to evaluate the RLAB model.
Another body of ongoing research has been generated by the Munsell
Color Science Laboratory, of which this work is only a small part. These studies
have generally used a paired comparison method to evaluate model predictions
for various cross-media color reproduction. Using object colors, Pirotta
evaluated four chromatic acaptation models (von Kries, CIELAB, CIELUV,
LABHNU2) and three color appearance models (2 versions of Hunt, Nayatani,
and RLAB). Both Hunt models were found to predict the best matches for each
color sample across all ten color centers in the study. However, neither Hunt
model performed consistently. The model of incomplete adaptation
overpredicted the Helson-Judd effect (Pirotta, 1994, p.73).
Taek Kim, evaluated reflectance print (pictorial) images across two
illuminants (A and D65) for three luminance levels of D65 (equal luminance to
the reference illuminant A, as well as 1/3 and 3 times A). In this study, a variety
of transformations were evaluated: the von Kries chromatic adaptation model,
three color spaces (CIELAB, CIELUV, LABHNU), a color difference metric
(Reilly-Tannenbaum), and three color appearance models (Hunt, Nayatani, and
RLAB). It was found that models based on von Kries (i.e. CIELAB, Hunt, RLAB,
and von Kries) had the best performance and were often statistically equivalent
(Kim, 1993).
The four transforms considered for this thesis consistently gave statistically
superior performance over the larger number of models tested in the above
experiments.
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3.1.4. Experimental Techniques
Early on, it was recognized that experimental conditions greatly affected
visual response. If the scientists were unaware of the consequences of their
experimental design, erroneous conclusions may have been made. For example,
Helson's research (published in 1938) showed that the
"neglect of the effect of background in previous studies invalidated
the theories proposed for phenomena obviously springing from this
source. ..Theories which assign more or less independence to object as
against illuminant color, which separate constancy, contrast,
adaptation and conversion, and which ascribe different behavior with
respect to these mechanisms to film and surface modes of viewing are
shown to be based upon one-sided conditions under which the
observations were made supporting them.
"
The goal of visual experiments is usually to quantify the relationship
between a stimulus and its perception. While a variety of psychophysical
methods have been used, the results obtained from different techniques may
vary in precision. Wright has
stated: psychophysical scaling techniques based
upon a color order system rather thanmagnitude estimation had better precision
(Wright, 1981). Fairchild noted that paired comparison is more precise than
either magnitude estimation or short term memory color matching.
3.1.4.1. Direct Comparison ofViewing Techniques
In addition to the type of psychophysical technique used, the viewing
method can yield different results. Recently, a study was devised to compare
viewing techniques
used for cross-media color reproduction (Braun and
Fairchild, 1994). Five methods were examined including memory matching,
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successive binocular matching, simultaneous binocular matching, simultaneous
haploscopic matching, and successive-Ganzfeld haploscopic matching. These
procedures were evaluated in the comparison of illuminated reflection prints to
images presented on a CRT display. In a successive procedure, the image was
viewed in only one form at a time (either as a print or on the computer display).
Conversely, the simultaneous methods viewed both images at the same time. If
the technique was binocular, both eyes were observing the scene, while
haploscopic techniques split the view so that each eye could only see one image
(the print or the CRT).
The performance of each matching technique was evaluated by studying
the correlation between viewing techniques, scale sensitivity of each method,
and observer preference. The fundamental metric for evaluation was the logistic
scale derived for each image. The theory for these derivations is discussed in
greater detail in the next section. The scales were determined through a forced-
choice, paired-comparison experiment of five color transforms displayed on the
CRT and judged in relation to hard-copy reflection prints. The technique which
has the largest spread in the logistic scale is the most sensitive.
Based upon the three criteria, memory matching was the recommended
method for cross-media color reproduction experiments. It exhibited a relatively
high scale sensitivity and was
preferred by the observers. There were some
differences in the correlation of results between haploscopic and binocular
methods. However, it has not been demonstrated that each eye is fully adapted
only to the
illuminant viewed by that eye (i.e. it is unclear if the brain can
completely ignore the
illuminant viewed by the other eye).
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Successive and simultaneous color matching were compared by Newhall et
al. (1957). The purpose of the study was to determine if successive color
matching was systematically inaccurate (since the literature at the time reported
contradictory trends). It is interesting to note Newhall found no hue shifts in
memory matching. However they did find the memory colors were more
saturated (especially for more chromatic colors) and somewhat brighter.
There have been some concerns that a memory technique could, in reality,
be evaluating observer preference in image reproduction instead of image
matches. In order to address this issue, preliminary experiments will be made in
which observers choose the image they prefer.
3.1.5. Statistical Evaluation Techniques/Theory
The analysis of forced-choice, paired-comparison stimuli, known as the law
of comparative judgment, was first developed by Louis Leon Thurstone in 1927.
This law is described by a set of five classes (or nine versions) (Torgerson, 1958
pp.159, 160, 165, 168) that relate the proportion of times any given stimulus is
judged greater (i.e. its perceived difference) on any particular attribute than
another stimulus. One assumption is the presence of random fluctuations in the
decision process, with an overall normal distribution of responses. The mean
and standard deviation of the distribution for any stimulus describe its scale
value and statistical sensitivity. In this experiment, it is assumed that the
standard deviation of the stimuli sensitivity distribution is constant and there is
no correlation between the pairs of choices. A reasonably large number of
observers is needed for statistical accuracy. While 30 or more observers would
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be ideal, this experiment used 15 observers for the D93 originals and 14
observers for the D65 study. More observations would reduce the confidence
interval size.
An interval scale that relates model performance to the appearance
perception is derived in the three steps. After all observers evaluate every pair
combination, a frequency matrix containing the number of times one model was
chosen over another is constructed. Next, a proportion matrix is calculated. The
diagonal is set to 0.5 since it is reasonable to assume if given blank trials, the
observers would choose the left or right side an equal number of times. The
symmetric cells (i.e. the element in row 2 and column 3 vs. in row 3 column 2)
are filled in so that they sum to one (for 100%). From the proportions, z-scores
(the inverse form of the normal distribution) are calculated. If proportions of
0.00 or 1.00 occur (unanimous decisions), z-scores are infinitely small or large.
In these cases, a different technique would be required (Torgerson, 1958 pp. 173-
176). An interval scale is determined by averaging the z-scores for each model
(down a column). This scale provides a guide to the magnitude of difference
between the models. Calculation of confidence intervals provides a statistical
estimate of uniqueness between the stimuli. Confidence intervals can be
calculated in terms of the scale units. For z-scores, the mean (|_i) = 0 and the
standard deviation (a) = 1 (thus one unit distance equals a*!1/2). Thus, the
following is derived for a 95% confidence interval:















The derivation of interval scales and confidence intervals are given in
Appendix 9. Stimuli are considered statistically equivalent if the confidence
intervals (or error bars) overlap the mean of another stimulus. Otherwise, the
color reproductionmodels are statistically unique.
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3.2. Experimental
A variety of issues were addressed in establishing the experimental design
including: projector warm-up; facility layout; image selection, size, and
compression; as well as actual viewing-condition parameters.
3.2.1. Facility Design and Set-up
The slide images were displayed with a Leica P-2200 projector through a
90-mm flat field lens. The projector chromaticities stabilized after about 1.5
hours from power up. If a new bulb was used, the stability was much worse.
Burning in a new bulb lamp for at least 24 hours greatly improved the
chromaticity consistency. Projector lamps wore out after 2 full sets of
experiments (about 30 observer hours). The short life-time of the bulbs could be
due to the continuous projector usage. Given this experience, the projector bulbs
should be changed after 30 observer hours. A Clarion wall-mounted projector
screen, model M1300
(60"
x 60"), with a vinyl matte white surface rigidly
stretched on a black aluminum frame, was chosen to provide the most uniformly
diffuse reflectance over a broad viewing angle.
Figure 18 gives the dimensions and spacing of the experimental area.
Pixel-for pixel the stimuli images are equal, but under the actual viewing
conditions, the projected image is physically larger (Fig. 19). The observer sat a
distance of 9.5 feet from the projector screen and 27 inches from the CRT
monitor. The distances were chosen to provide a similar viewing angular
subtense: about
7.2
0.2. The projectors were situated behind the observer on
a 3 foot high table. A black shutter (placed in a slotted, black, wooden guide)
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FIG. 18. Dimensions and spacing of the
experimental area.
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FIG. 19. Image dimensions duringmatching and preference experiments.
As described in Phase I, the slides containing the image pairs need to be
placed in the projector for 75 seconds (for the color shift to stabilize) before
viewing. In order to address this obstacle and maintain adaptation, a second
projector (Kodak Carousel model 4400) displayed a gray slide. Each observer
had a new gray slide for each
experiment. A shutter was devised to allow only
one projector's slide to be viewed at a time. In other words, the shutter was
moved to allow inspection of the adapting gray as a slide stimulus was placed in
the Leica projector. After 75 seconds, the shutter was shifted to present the
image pair to the observer. (Refer to Appendix 2 for spectra of the Leica and
Kodak Carousel projector sources.)
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3.2.2. Image Selection and Preparation
The major criterion for image selection was to provide a variety of image
types without making the psychophysical experiments too long. Thus three
images and only four color reproduction transforms were used in order to keep
each experimental session to about one hour. The images used are shown in
Figure 20. They are entitled Balloon (a pictorial image with skin tones), Japan (a
presentation graphic-quality image), and EK Box (a hybrid image that had
photographic qualities but also a gray scale). The number of "comparisons per
session"
is somewhat low because of the extended time required to allow the
thermochromic shift of the slide colors to stabilize.
FIG. 20. Images used in psychophysical experiments.





was sent through image
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manipulation software that predicted the tristimulus values for each model.
Next a transformation was performed through the look-up table (LUT) to derive
digital values for the film recorder. Once these images were calculated, the four
stimuli were placed in randomized pairs for the psychophysical experiments.
(Randomization of stimuli pairs is important in order to remove any biasing
effects due to presentation.) Four copies of each slide pair were exposed using
the Solitaire 8xp film recorder. (There were 2 experiments per white point and 2
sets of slides per experiment, thus giving one set for 8 observers). All film (for
each CRT white point) was processed at the same time to greatly reduce
processing errors between the image pairs.
3.2.2.1. Gamut Issues
Sometimes a model prediction for the slide reproduction pushed the colors
beyond the gamut of the film recorder. (This was frequently true for Hunt's
model and occurred once for RLAB.) One method to handle this problem is
through gamut mapping. A wide variety of choices in the implementation of
this mapping is possible
(for example in the color space used to map, or the
method: clipping, compression, or a combination of the two). However, the
mapping technique
selection may confound or bias experimental results. Thus
the scope of these experiments excluded the effect of gamut mapping. In order
to create in-gamut images after model calculations, the original images were
compressed to a range of 40 to 200 (from 0 to 255). The original CRT images
were then modified to improve image quality by manipulating saturation,
lightness, and hue of specific areas.
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3.2.3. Modeling Parameters
Derivation of color reproduction transforms for the Hunt 93 and RLAB 91
models, required measurement of several parameters for both the CRT and
projector viewing conditions.
The CRT images were displayed on a Mitsubishi Diamond Pro
17"
monitor
(model TFS6705 SETK). An LMT-C1200 Colormeter was used to measure
tristimulus values for the CRT calibration and chromaticities for the white point.
Four mosaic-type filters (with up to eight elements per mosaic) are utilized in the
LMT Colormeter (two mosaics are used for the X spectral tristimulus value; one
for the blue region and one for the red region). An LMT luminance meter
(model L1009) measured the adapting luminance directly off the CRT (full
white) with the room lights on (to imitate the experimental conditions). This
meter meets all requirements for class A luminance meters (according DIN 5032
part 7). The correlated color temperature (CCT) was equal to the white point (i.e.
9300 for the D93 setting).
In the case of slide images, the relative (normalized) tristimulus values
were calculated from a transmittance measurement, with the Photo Research
703A, of the Dmin slide (divided by the projector source, using the 1931
Standard Observer and Leica projector source). The adapting luminance was
measured with the LMT luminance meter pointed directly at the projected Dmin
slide with the room lights off. The CCT was measured with the Photo Research
703A when the Dmin slide was projected. Table VH compares the measurements
of the experimental viewing conditions
(of projected slides, and the CRT at two
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white points: D93 and D65). A more complete list of model parameters is given
in Appendix 6.
Table VII. Summary ofMeasuredModel Parameters.














345 (dim) 345 (dim) 0 (dark)
The experimental facility had gray walls. Under
'dim'
conditions, the room was
illuminated with cool white fluorescent bulbs with an illuminance of 345 lux at
the desk. (Determined by measurement of a halon tablet with a Minolta CS100
Colorimeter at a 0/45 geometry, and converted to illuminance bymultiplying by
k. (Wyszecki and Stiles, p. 276, 1985)).
3.2.3.1. Calculation of Grays for Image Background
As stated in the above table, the images were surrounded by a 20% gray
background. Digital counts required to produce this gray were calculated for
the CRT by using the monitor calibration information and the CRT model
parameters. First the tristimulus values of the full white were proportionately
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reduced to 20%. Next the normalized digital counts were calculated from the
inverse normalized matrix (derived from measurements of the full red, green,














More information about the CRT calibration model is included in Appendix 5.
The derived digital counts for a gray background of the CRT at a white
point of D93 were: R = 128, G = 130, B = 132. The values for the D65 white point
were: R = 129, G = 132, B = 134.
The 20% gray for the slide images were calculated by using the inverse film
recorder model software. With a computation of the tristimulus values (TSV)
from a transmittance measurement of a Dmin slide, a 20% TSV was determined.
Inputting these values, the software estimated the proper digital counts for the
gray background at: R
= 133, G = 133, and B = 123.
3.2.3.2. CRT White Points
The monitor white points were adjusted to approximate the white point
chromaticities of D93 and D65 (where x = 0.2831, y
= 0.2971 for D93, and x =
0.3128, y
= 0.3292 for D65). Due to limitations in adjustment precision, the actual
white point chromaticities were x
= 0.2838, y
= 0.2977 for D93 and x = 0.3124 and
y
= 0.3290 for D65.
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3.2.4. Experimental Procedure
As stated previously, there have been some concerns that a memory
technique could, in reality, be evaluating observer preference in image
reproduction instead of image matches. In order to address this issue,
preference experiments were devised. Run with the room lights off, observers
viewed the image pairs in a completely randomized order. (The images were
not grouped by content.) The experiment was a forced-choice paired
comparison in which their task was to choose the image they preferred. For the
first CRT white point, D93, no foreknowledge of the original CRT image was
provided. Since the same images were used for the second CRT white point,
D65, observers were familiar with the original.
In the experiments to evaluate color appearance matching performance, the
"original"
CRT images were viewed with the room lights on (a dim surround,
without glare). The observer first viewed an adapting gray CRT screen for 75
seconds (Fairchild and Reniff, 1992). Next one "correct,
original"
image was
displayed. The observer could view this image for as long as he desired. When
he felt sure he could remember the colors correctly, the CRT screen was cleared,
the room lights were turned off, and a gray slide was presented for 75 seconds
while the first forced-choice pair was in the Leica projector undergoing color
shifts. The slides corresponding to this CRT image were presented to the
observer in a randomized order. (Three different orders were used for each CRT
white point such that an observer could have his slides ordered in one of three
ways.) When all slides
for that image were evaluated, the room lights were
turned back on and an adapting gray followed by the second CRT
"original"
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image was presented to the observer. The cycle continued until the three images
and slide pairs were viewed. In all cases, observers viewed a gray slide for 75
seconds before the shutter was moved for inspection of the image pair.
A schematic of the matching experiment is depicted in Fig. 21.
Viewing CRT
"Original"
Viewing Slide Image Pairs
FIG. 21. Experimental Viewing Conditions.
3.3. Results and Discussion
As previously stated, for each CRT white point setting (either D93 or D65)
two experiments were run: an evaluation of image preference and color
appearancematching between an original image viewed on the CRT and pairs of
reproductions as projected slides. The preference experiments were added to
the experimental design and analysis in order to evaluate whether observers
were choosing preferences instead of
matches in the matching phase of the study.
Both types of experiment used a forced-choice paired comparison technique
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statistically evaluated by calculating z-scores. A compilation of all results is
given inAppendix 9.
3.3.1 Preference vs. Matching Choices
If many observers were consistently picking an image match because they
actually preferred the image, a high correlation between the z-scores of the two
experiments (for a single white point) would be apparent. Scatter plots of these
z-scores are shown in Fig. 22. In the graphs, the correlation coefficient (R ) was
calculated between each set of experiments. While the correlation was only
0.063 for the D93 tests, there was a slight correlation for the D65 experiments
(R '= 0.358). Considering the observers had seen the originals from the previous
experiment, they had some expectation aboutwhat they thought was considered
'correct'. This foresight would be correlated to match choices. Given the low R
even for the D65 tests, it is reasonable to rule out that observers were using the
wrong criterion for making matches.
3.3.2 Evaluation ofModel Matches
Using z-scores and confidence intervals (based upon the number of
observations), a comparison of the four color reproduction transforms is
possible. Appendix 9 contains the frequency, proportion, z-score matrices, and
interval scales with confidence intervals for all four experiments. As shown in
Figs 23 and 24, the average z-scores of the three images (individually and in
combination) were plotted.
No data are available for Hunt's model prediction of the EK Box image in
the D93 experiment because too many estimated colors were out of gamut.
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Hunt's model for the D93 Balloon image and for the D65 Japan image were
never chosen when compared to RLAB. Such unanimity shows that RLAB was
statistically better than Hunt in these cases, however z-scores cannot be
calculated. While an alternative calculation may be made, it was decided to
simply remove the Hunt model with the disclaimer that in these two cases it













































FIG. 22. Preference choices vs. matches to CRT
'original'
expressed as z-scores.
























































FIG. 23. D93Matching experiment: z-scores and confidence intervals.






























































FIG. 24. D65Matching experiment: z-scores and confidence intervals.
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In comparing these graphs several comments may be made. When the
results for all images are combined, RLAB produced statistically superior
matches over any other model for both white points. Model performance was
image dependent, however. Sometimes, CIELAB or von Kries images were
equivalent to RLAB. Conversely, sometimes CIELAB or even more
conspicuously, von Kries images performed poorly. Hunt's image predictions
consistently gave the worst results.
It is interesting to compare these plots with similar graphs for the
preference experiments. As seen in Figs 25 and 26, when observers are picking
preferred image reproduction, Hunt's model is chosen more often (especially for
the D93 study in which the observers had no foreknowledge of the original
image). Hunt's model was also highly preferred for the Japan image. However
when observers realized the letters in that image were supposed to be dark
brown and not black, it was not chosen as the better match. (The letters were
close, but not quite, out of gamut.) For the gray scale on the EK Box image the
Helson-Judd effect (in which the gray scale becomes bluish for the whites and
yellowish for the blacks) was too noticeable. Many observers declared the color
shifts in the gray scale to be
objectionable. In future experiments using projected
slides, the Helson-Judd effect should be removed (by setting p^
=
Yd
= Pd = )-
(Luo et al, 1993).





















































FIG. 25. D93 Preference experiment: z-scores and confidence intervals.
























































FIG. 26. D65 Preference experiment: z-scores and confidence intervals.
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3.3.2.1. Repeatability
One observer repeated the D65 matching experiment as a non-statistical
check on variability. Using the same order of presentation as her first
experiment, identical results were obtained for the Balloon image. One change
was made for the Japan image (switching between the RLAB and CIELAB
stimuli). Three (out of six) discrepancies were made for the EK Box image. In
this case though, the observer consistently did not pick the Hunt stimulus. The
statistical analysis of the models for this image showed that RLAB and von Kries
were equivalent, while CIELAB performed slightly poorer than RLAB (the error
bars overlapped but did not include the mean). Overall, the observer
repeatability was reasonable.
3.3.3. Acceptability
Even when an image is selected as the best match in a forced choice
experiment, the observer may feel unsatisfied with the "match". Within the
matching experiments,
observers were given the opportunity to express their
opinion about the quality of the image they were forced to choose by simply
stating if the
match was acceptably close to the original CRT image.
(Specifically, observers were instructed to decide whether they 'would be
satisfied'
with the chosen reproduction, trusting their own experience or
expertise, if they created the original on the
computer display.) As might be
expected, the range of
acceptance varied widely (whichwould also be
true within the general public), yet some interesting comparisons may be made.
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A metric for acceptability was calculating from the fraction of times a color
reproduction model prediction was judged acceptable compared to the total
number of times the model was chosen as the best match. The experimental
results are summarized in Table VIII.











von Kries 20 30 0.667 26 28 0.929
CIELAB 11 24 0.458 17 21 0.810
RLAB 28 35 0.800 20 26 0.769
Hunt 0 1 0.000 3 9 0.333
EKBox
von Kries 1 7 0.143 15 22 0.682
CIELAB 4 14 0.286 6 20 0.300
RLAB 16 24 0.667 21 30 0.700
Hunt 7 12 0.583
Japan
von Kries 4 11 0.364 5 11 0.455
CIELAB 19 30 0.633 15 25 0.600
RLAB 32 36 0.889 32 37 0.865
Hunt 8 13 0.615 3 11 0.273
Interestingly, RLAB was selected as the most acceptable choice (judged
'acceptable'
in more than 2/3 of all cases, with a maximum approval of 89%).
Table IX summarizes the minimum, maximum, and average acceptability for all
four models, each image, and each white point:
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Table IX. Summary of Acceptability Ranges.
Minimum Maximum Average
ByModel
von Kries 0.14 0.93 0.54
CIELAB 0.29 0.81 0.51
RLAB 0.67 0.89 0.78
Hunt 0.00 0.62 0.30
By Image
Balloon 0.00 0.93 0.60
EKBox 0.14 0.70 0.48
Japan 0.27 0.89 0.59
ByWhite Point
D93 0.00 0.89 0.50
D65 0.27 0.93 0.61
Von Kries and CIELAB images varied widely in acceptability.
Observers were generally less pleased with the reproduction of the EK
Box image. The film box (Kodak 'yellow'), was critical to acceptable image
reproduction, yet frequently observers were unhappy with the displayed color.
Additionally, while the CIELAB prediction was reasonable for the yellow, the
blue stripe on the box was reproduced as purple. Hunt's overprediction of the
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Helson-Judd effect was especially noticeable since this image contained a gray
scale.
Images devised to match the original at D65 were more satisfactory. This
white point was spectrally closer to the projector source and required less
change in chromatic adaptation.
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4.1 Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the color appearance predictions
of the top four digital color transforms (as determined by past performance in a
variety of field trials) between CRT
"original"
images, viewed in a lighted room,
and projected slides, viewed in the dark. Calibrated projection of these images
required resolution of several complex issues. Upon projection, the slide colors
changed. A rapid color shift (on the order of 75 seconds) was followed by a
slower, steady degradation which also had to be minimized for accurate image
presentation. Optimum film recorder settings were derived that minimized
contouring due to quantization artifacts and maximized image gamut. A model
of the film behavior was based upon dye absorptivities and color measurements
of slides as they were projected. This model, derived by Berns and Fairchild,
had an average
AEa|->*
error of 5.73 with a range of 1.05 to 10.78.
The psychophysical experiments included a comparison between
preference choices and memory matching to the CRT 'original'. Two CRT white
points were evaluated: D93 and D65. The preference choices were, in fact,
distinct from the selected matches. RLAB produced statistically superior
matches over any other model for
both white points. Model performance was
image dependent, however. Occasionally, CIELAB or von Kries images were
equivalent to RLAB. However, CIELAB and von Kries predictions ranged
widely in their
performance. Hunt's image predictions consistently gave the
worst results. Interestingly, RLAB was also elected as the most acceptable choice
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(judged
'acceptable'
in more than 2/3 of all cases, with a maximum approval of
89%).
The performance of Hunt's model could be improved by removing the
Helson-Judd effect (as suggested by Luo, and recommended by observers). Luo
et al. (1993) also determined that the parameter
'z'
should be set to 1.2 for
projected 35-mm slides. In this study, z was calculated to be 1.45.
While these results are hardly conclusive for all possible experimental
conditions and all images, RLAB's performance is impressive.
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Appendix 1 : Regression Analysis for Inter-Instrument Spectral
Correction
Spectrophotometer Calibration using Regression Techniques
All Filters, Correct PR7 03A to approximate BYKCS




Source DF Squares Square F Value
Prob>F
Model 4 0.01814 0.00453 14.838
0.0001
Error 178 0.05440 0.00031
U Total 182 0.07254
Root MSE 0.01748 R-square 0.2501
Dep Mean -0.00526 Adj R-sq 0.2332
CV. -332.18170
Parameter Estimates
Paramete Standard T for HO:
Variable DF Estimate Error Parameter=0 Prob
> |t|
DER_2 1 2.742218 0.83677484 3.277 0.0013
DER_1 1 -0.110891 0.05666019 -1.957 0.0519
T Sqr 1 -0.046894 0.01000688 -4.686
0.0001
T~5 1 0.068171 0.01917168 3.556
0.0005
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Residual Analysis
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N 182 Sum Wgts 182
Mean -0.00078 Sum -0.14177
Std Dev 0.017319 Variance 0.0003
Skewness 0.763264 Kurtosis 8.00865
USS 0.054399 CSS 0.054289
CV -2223.28 Std Mean 0. 001284
T:Mean=0 -0.60679 Prob> T 0.5447
Sgn Rank -1419.5 Prob> S 0.0458
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Appendix 2: Spectra of the Leica and Kodak Carousel projector
sources



















































FIG. 27. Spectra of projector light sources
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Appendix 3: Colorimetric Data for Film Recorder Calibration
LMT tristimulus data ofprojected slides used to calibrate the Solitaire Sxpfilm recorder
DIGITAL COUNTS X Y Z X/Xn Y/Yn Z/Zn
dmin right 2670 2700 1350
dmin right 2600 2600 1330
dmin right 2850 2860 1450
dmin right 2700 2700 1370
Ave Right 2705 2715 1375
dminleft 2700 2700 1390
dmin left 2700 2700 1400
dmin left 2720 2740 1410
dmin left 2440 2460 1260
Average Left 2640 2650 1365
128-128-128 Right 530 550 310 0.1959 0.2026 0.2255
0-0-0 8.3 7.3 4.3 0.0031 0.0028 0.0032
0-64-0 Right 30.7 55 12 0.0113 0.0203 0.0087
0-0-64 blue 11.8 9.3 38 0.0045 0.0035 0.0278
32-32-32 Right 19.5 21 19 0.0072 0.0077 0.0138
192-192-192 1150 1170 610 0.4356 0.4415 0.4469
32-32-32 Right 19.5 21 19 0.0072 0.0077 0.0138
192-192-192 1260 1300 670 0.4773 0.4906 0.4908
200-200-200 Right 1500 1540 780 0.5545 0.5672 0.5673
0-255-0 310 570 50 0.1174 0.2151 0.0366
255-255-255 Right 2780 2800 1420 1.0277 1.0313 1.0327
64-64-64 116 124 85 0.0439 0.0468 0.0623
255-0-0 Right 640 296 3.8 0.2366 0.1090 0.0028
150-150-150 710 720 400 0.2689 0.2717 0.2930
96-96-96 Right 293 308 182 0.1083 0.1134 0.1324
224-224-224 1830 1840 950 0.6932 0.6943 0.6960
0-128-0, Right, green 77 163 23 0.0285 0.0600 0.0167
0-0-192 44 20 228 0.0167 0.0075 0.1670
160-160-160, Right 870 890 465 0.3216 0.3278 0.3382
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DIGITAL COUNTS X Y Z X/Xn Y/Yn Z/Zn
32-32-32 17 18 16.6 0.0064 0.0068 0.0122
192-0-0, Right, red 414 195 3.8 0.1530 0.0718 0.0028
175-175-175 990 1000 530 0.3750 0.3774 0.3883
192-192-192, Right 1350 1370 700 0.4991 0.5046 0.5091
255-255-255 2530 2550 1300 0.9583 0.9623 0.9524
75-75-75, Right 148 159 102 0.0547 0.0586 0.0742
64-0-0 48 28.5 4.3 0.0182 0.0108 0.0032
64-64-64, Right 109 119 79 0.0403 0.0438 0.0575
160-160-160 860 880 470 0.3258 0.3321 0.3443
128-0-0, Right red 200 99 3.6 0.0739 0.0365 0.0026
50-50-50 50 54 43.2 0.0189 0.0204 0.0316
0-0-0, Right 7.04 6.4 3.43 0.0026 0.0024 0.0025
96-96-96 231 245 158 0.0875 0.0925 0.1158
0-0-128, Right blue 26 14.9 126 0.0096 0.0055 0.0916
100-100-100 252 267 171 0.0955 0.1008 0.1253
224-224-224, Right 1970 1980 1010 0.7283 0.7293 0.7345
128-128-128 496 516 290 0.1879 0.1947 0.2125
0-192-0 148 315 35 0.0547 0.1160 0.0255
0-0-255, Left, blue 67 28 353 0.0254 0.0106 0.2586
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Appendix 4: Tone Reproduction Tables for Film Recorder Model
Digital Counts (Levels) and Corresponding Dye Concentrations (without Interimage
Matrix Correction). Highlighted Rows are original data points used to derive the spline.
Red DAC -> Cyan Green DAC ->Magenta Blue DAC -> Yellow
Levels Cyan M Y c Magenta Y c M Yellow
0 2.28 0 0 0 2.22 0 0 0 2.54
1 2.27871262 0 0 0 2.21441238 0 0 0 2.5215889
2 2.27723999 0 0 0 2.20848267 0 0 0 2.50241821
3 2.27557266 0 0 0 2.20221054 0 0 0 2.48251938
4 2.27370117 0 0 0 2.1955957 0 0 0 2.46192383
5 2.27161606 0 0 0 2.18863785 0 0 0 2.44066299
6 2.26930786 0 0 0 2.18133667 0 0 0 2.41876831
7 2.26676712 0 0 0 2.17369186 0 0 0 2.39627121
8 2.26398438 0 0 0 2.16570313 0 0 0 2.37320313
9 2.26095016 0 0 0 2.15737015 0 0 0 2.34959549
10 2.25765503 0 0 0 2.14869263 0 0 0 2.32547974
11 2.25408951 0 0 0 2.13967026 0 0 0 2.3008873
12 2.25024414 0 0 0 2.13030273 0 0 0 2.27584961
13 2.24610947 0 0 0 2.12058975 0 0 0 2.2503981
14 2.24167603 0 0 0 2.11053101 0 0 0 2.22456421
15 2.23693436 0 0 0 2.10012619 0 0 0 2.19837936
16 2.231875 0 0 0 2.089375 0 0 0 2.171875
17 2.22648849 0 0 0 2.07827713 0 0 0 2.14508255
18 2.22076538 0 0 0 2.06683228 0 0 0 2.11803345
19 2.2146962 0 0 0 2.05504013 0 0 0 2.09075912
20 2.20827148 0 0 0 2.04290039 0 0 0 2.06329102
21 2.20148178 0 0 0 2.03041275 0 0 0 2.03566055
22 2.19431763 0 0 0 2.0175769 0 0 0 2.00789917
23 2.18676956 0 0 0 2.00439255 0 0 0 1.9800383
24 2.17882813 0 0 0 1.99085938 0 0 0 1.95210938
25 2.17048386 0 0 0 1.97697708 0 0 0 1.92414383
26 2.16172729 0 0 0 1.96274536 0 0 0 1.8961731
27 2.15254898 0 0 0 1.94816391 0 0 0 1.86822861
28 2.14293945 0 0 0 1.93323242 0 0 0 1.8403418
29 2.13288925 0 0 0 1.91795059 0 0 0 1.8125441
30 2.12238892 0 0 0 1.90231812 0 0 0 1.78486694
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Levels Cyan M Y c Magenta Y c M Yellow
31 2.11142899 0 0 0 1.88633469 0 0 0 1.75734177
32 2.1 0 0 0 1.87 0 0 0 1.73
33 2.08236893 0 0 0 1.84930725 0 0 0 1.70786819
34 2.06428345 0 0 0 1.82828613 0 0 0 1.68595337
35 2.04576767 0 0 0 1.80695984 0 0 0 1.66425766
36 2.0268457 0 0 0 1.78535156 0 0 0 1.6427832
37 2.00754166 0 0 0 1.7634845 0 0 0 1.62153214
38 1.98787964 0 0 0 1.74138184 0 0 0 1.60050659
39 1.96788376 0 0 0 1.71906677 0 0 0 1.57970871
40 1.94757813 0 0 0 1.6965625 0 0 0 1.55914063
41 1.92698685 0 0 0 1.67389221 0 0 0 1.53880447
42 1.90613403 0 0 0 1.6510791 0 0 0 1.51870239
43 1.88504379 0 0 0 1.62814636 0 0 0 1.49883652
44 1.86374023 0 0 0 1.60511719 0 0 0 1.47920898
45 1.84224747 0 0 0 1.58201477 0 0 0 1.45982193
46 1.8205896 0 0 0 1.5588623 0 0 0 1.44067749
47 1.79879074 0 0 0 1.53568298 0 0 0 1.4217778
48 1.776875 0 0 0 1.5125 0 0 0 1.403125
49 1.75486649 0 0 0 1.48933655 0 0 0 1.38472122
50 1.73278931 0 0 0 1.46621582 0 0 0 1.3665686
51 1.71066757 0 0 0 1.44316101 0 0 0 1.34866928
52 1.68852539 0 0 0 1.42019531 0 0 0 1.33102539
53 1.66638687 0 0 0 1.39734192 0 0 0 1.31363907
54 1.64427612 0 0 0 1.37462402 0 0 0 1.29651245
55 1.62221725 0 0 0 1.35206482 0 0 0 1.27964767
56 1.60023438 0 0 0 1.3296875 0 0 0 1.26304688
57 1.57835159 0 0 0 1.30751526 0 0 0 1.24671219
58 1.55659302 0 0 0 1.28557129 0 0 0 1.23064575
59 1.53498276 0 0 0 1.26387878 0 0 0 1.2148497
60 1.51354492 0 0 0 1.24246094 0 0 0 1.19932617
61 1.49230362 0 0 0 1.22134094 0 0 0 1.1840773
62 1.47128296 0 0 0 1.20054199 0 0 0 1.16910522
63 1.45050705 0 0 0 1.18008728 0 0 0 1.15441208
64 1.43 0 0 0 1.16 0 0 0 1.14
65 1.41509323 0 0 0 1.14602692 0 0 0 1.12732803
66 1.40047241 0 0 0 1.13243408 0 0 0 1.11493286
67 1.38613052 0 0 0 1.11921112 0 0 0 1.10280807
68 1.37206055 0 0 0 1.10634766 0 0 0 1.09094727
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Levels Cyan M Y c Magenta Y c M Yellow
69 1.35825546 0 0 0 1.09383331 0 0 0 1.07934402
70 1.34470825 0 0 0 1.08165771 0 0 0 1.06799194
71 1.3314119 0 0 0 1.06981049 0 0 0 1.05688461
72 1.31835938 0 0 0 1.05828125 0 0 0 1.04601563
73 1.30554367 0 0 0 1.04705963 0 0 0 1.03537857
74 1.29295776 0 0 0 1.03613525 0 0 0 1.02496704
75 1.28059464 0 0 0 1.02549774 0 0 0 1.01477463
76 1.26844727 0 0 0 1.01513672 0 0 0 1.00479492
77 1.25650864 0 0 0 1.00504181 0 0 0 0.99502151
78 1.24477173 0 0 0 0.99520264 0 0 0 0.985448
79 1.23322952 0 0 0 0.98560883 0 0 0 0.97606796
80 1.221875 0 0 0 0.97625 0 0 0 0.966875
81 1.21070114 0 0 0 0.96711578 0 0 0 0.9578627
82 1.19970093 0 0 0 0.9581958 0 0 0 0.94902466
83 1.18886734 0 0 0 0.94947968 0 0 0 0.94035446
84 1.17819336 0 0 0 0.94095703 0 0 0 0.9318457
85 1.16767197 0 0 0 0.93261749 0 0 0 0.92349197
86 1.15729614 0 0 0 0.92445068 0 0 0 0.91528687
87 1.14705887 0 0 0 0.91644623 0 0 0 0.90722397
88 1.13695313 0 0 0 0.90859375 0 0 0 0.89929688
89 1.12697189 0 0 0 0.90088287 0 0 0 0.89149918
90 1.11710815 0 0 0 0.89330322 0 0 0 0.88382446
91 1.10735489 0 0 0 0.88584442 0 0 0 0.87626633
92 1.09770508 0 0 0 0.87849609 0 0 0 0.86881836
93 1.0881517 0 0 0 0.87124786 0 0 0 0.86147415
94 1.07868774 0 0 0 0.86408936 0 0 0 0.85422729
95 1.06930618 0 0 0 0.85701019 0 0 0 0.84707138
96 1.06 0 0 0 0.85 0 0 0 0.84
97 1.04966949 0 0 0 0.8412793 0 0 0 0.83212219
98 1.03940674 0 0 0 0.83261719 0 0 0 0.82432129
99 1.02921112 0 0 0 0.82401367 0 0 0 0.81659607
100 1.01908203 0 0 0 0.81546875 0 0 0 0.80894531
101 1.00901886 0 0 0 0.80698242 0 0 0 0.8013678
102 0.999021 0 0 0 0.79855469 0 0 0 0.7938623
103 0.98908783 0 0 0 0.79018555 0 0 0 0.78642761
104 0.97921875 0 0 0 0.781875 0 0 0 0.7790625
105 0.96941315 0 0 0 0.77362305 0 0 0 0.77176575
106 0.95967041 0 0 0 0.76542969 0 0 0 0.76453613
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Levels Cyan M Y c Magenta Y c M Yellow
107 0.94998993 0 0 0 0.75729492 0 0 0 0.75737244
108 0.94037109 0 0 0 0.74921875 0 0 0 0.75027344
109 0.93081329 0 0 0 0.74120117 0 0 0 0.74323792
110 0.92131592 0 0 0 0.73324219 0 0 0 0.73626465
111 0.91187836 0 0 0 0.7253418 0 0 0 0.72935242
112 0.9025 0 0 0 0.7175 0 0 0 0.7225
113 0.89318024 0 0 0 0.7097168 0 0 0 0.71570618
114 0.88391846 0 0 0 0.70199219 0 0 0 0.70896973
115 0.87471405 0 0 0 0.69432617 0 0 0 0.70228943
116 0.86556641 0 0 0 0.68671875 0 0 0 0.69566406
117 0.85647491 0 0 0 0.67916992 0 0 0 0.68909241
118 0.84743896 0 0 0 0.67167969 0 0 0 0.68257324
119 0.83845795 0 0 0 0.66424805 0 0 0 0.67610535
120 0.82953125 0 0 0 0.656875 0 0 0 0.6696875
121 0.82065826 0 0 0 0.64956055 0 0 0 0.66331848
122 0.81183838 0 0 0 0.64230469 0 0 0 0.65699707
123 0.80307098 0 0 0 0.63510742 0 0 0 0.65072205
124 0.79435547 0 0 0 0.62796875 0 0 0 0.64449219
125 0.78569122 0 0 0 0.62088867 0 0 0 0.63830627
126 0.77707764 0 0 0 0.61386719 0 0 0 0.63216309
127 0.7685141 0 0 0 0.6069043 0 0 0 0.6260614
128 0.76 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0.62
129 0.7513266 0 0 0 0.59331039 0 0 0 0.61382156
130 0.74270264 0 0 0 0.58667847 0 0 0 0.60768188
131 0.73412872 0 0 0 0.5801033 0 0 0 0.60158066
132 0.72560547 0 0 0 0.57358398 0 0 0 0.59551758
133 0.71713348 0 0 0 0.5671196 0 0 0 0.58949234
134 0.70871338 0 0 0 0.56070923 0 0 0 0.58350464
135 0.70034576 0 0 0 0.55435196 0 0 0 0.57755417
136 0.69203125 0 0 0 0.54804688 0 0 0 0.57164063
137 0.68377045 0 0 0 0.54179306 0 0 0 0.5657637
138 0.67556396 0 0 0 0.5355896 0 0 0 0.5599231
139 0.66741241 0 0 0 0.52943558 0 0 0 0.5541185
140 0.65931641 0 0 0 0.52333008 0 0 0 0.54834961
141 0.65127655 0 0 0 0.51727219 0 0 0 0.54261612
142 0.64329346 0 0 0 0.51126099 0 0 0 0.53691772
143 0.63536774 0 0 0 0.50529556 0 0 0 0.53125412
144 0.6275 0 0 0 0.499375 0 0 0 0.525625
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Levels Cyan M Y c Magenta Y c M Yellow
145 0.61969086 0 0 0 0.49349838 0 0 0 0.52003006
146 0.61194092 0 0 0 0.48766479 0 0 0 0.51446899
147 0.60425079 0 0 0 0.48187332 0 0 0 0.5089415
148 0.59662109 0 0 0 0.47612305 0 0 0 0.50344727
149 0.58905243 0 0 0 0.47041306 0 0 0 0.49798599
150 0.58154541 0 0 0 0.46474243 0 0 0 0.49255737
151 0.57410065 0 0 0 0.45911026 0 0 0 0.4871611
152 0.56671875 0 0 0 0.45351563 0 0 0 0.48179688
153 0.55940033 0 0 0 0.44795761 0 0 0 0.47646439
154 0.552146 0 0 0 0.4424353 0 0 0 0.47116333
155 0.54495636 0 0 0 0.43694778 0 0 0 0.4658934
156 0.53783203 0 0 0 0.43149414 0 0 0 0.4606543
157 0.53077362 0 0 0 0.42607346 0 0 0 0.45544571
158 0.52378174 0 0 0 0.42068481 0 0 0 0.45026733
159 0.51685699 0 0 0 0.4153273 0 0 0 0.44511887
160 0.51 0 0 0 0.41 0 0 0 0.44
161 0.50367966 0 0 0 0.40449387 0 0 0 0.43506653
162 0.49742554 0 0 0 0.39901733 0 0 0 0.43016113
163 0.4912355 0 0 0 0.39357071 0 0 0 0.42528259
164 0.48510742 0 0 0 0.3881543 0 0 0 0.42042969
165 0.47903915 0 0 0 0.3827684 0 0 0 0.4156012
166 0.47302856 0 0 0 0.37741333 0 0 0 0.4107959
167 0.46707352 0 0 0 0.37208939 0 0 0 0.40601257
168 0.46117188 0 0 0 0.36679688 0 0 0 0.40125
169 0.4553215 0 0 0 0.3615361 0 0 0 0.39650696
170 0.44952026 0 0 0 0.35630737 0 0 0 0.39178223
171 0.44376602 0 0 0 0.35111099 0 0 0 0.38707458
172 0.43805664 0 0 0 0.34594727 0 0 0 0.38238281
173 0.43238998 0 0 0 0.3408165 0 0 0 0.37770569
174 0.42676392 0 0 0 0.33571899 0 0 0 0.37304199
175 0.4211763 0 0 0 0.33065506 0 0 0 0.3683905
176 0.415625 0 0 0 0.325625 0 0 0 0.36375
177 0.41010788 0 0 0 0.32062912 0 0 0 0.35911926
178 0.4046228 0 0 0 0.31566772 0 0 0 0.35449707
179 0.39916763 0 0 0 0.31074112 0 0 0 0.3498822
180 0.39374023 0 0 0 0.30584961 0 0 0 0.34527344
181 0.38833847 0 0 0 0.3009935 0 0 0 0.34066956
182 0.38296021 0 0 0 0.2961731 0 0 0 0.33606934
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Levels Cyan M Y c Magenta Y c M Yellow
183 0.3776033 0 0 0 0.2913887 0 0 0 0.33147156
184 0.37226563 0 0 0 0.28664063 0 0 0 0.326875
185 0.36694504 0 0 0 0.28192917 0 0 0 0.32227844
186 0.3616394 0 0 0 0.27725464 0 0 0 0.31768066
187 0.35634659 0 0 0 0.27261734 0 0 0 0.31308044
188 0.35106445 0 0 0 0.26801758 0 0 0 0.30847656
189 0.34579086 0 0 0 0.26345566 0 0 0 0.3038678
190 0.34052368 0 0 0 0.25893188 0 0 0 0.29925293
191 0.33526077 0 0 0 0.25444656 0 0 0 0.29463074
192 0.33 0 0 0 0.25 0 0 0 0.29
193 0.32418546 0 0 0 0.2459858 0 0 0 0.28496094
194 0.31837204 0 0 0 0.24200867 0 0 0 0.27991324
195 0.31256084 0 0 0 0.23806659 0 0 0 0.274858
196 0.30675297 0 0 0 0.23415758 0 0 0 0.26979634
197 0.30094955 0 0 0 0.23027961 0 0 0 0.26472939
198 0.29515169 0 0 0 0.22643071 0 0 0 0.25965826
199 0.2893605 0 0 0 0.22260885 0 0 0 0.25458406
200 0.28357709 0 0 0 0.21881205 0 0 0 0.24950792
201 0.27780257 0 0 0 0.2150383 0 0 0 0.24443094
202 0.27203806 0 0 0 0.21128559 0 0 0 0.23935425
203 0.26628466 0 0 0 0.20755193 0 0 0 0.23427897
204 0.2605435 0 0 0 0.20383532 0 0 0 0.2292062
205 0.25481567 0 0 0 0.20013375 0 0 0 0.22413707
206 0.24910229 0 0 0 0.19644522 0 0 0 0.21907269
207 0.24340448 0 0 0 0.19276773 0 0 0 0.21401419
208 0.23772334 0 0 0 0.18909928 0 0 0 0.20896267
209 0.23205999 0 0 0 0.18543787 0 0 0 0.20391925
210 0.22641553 0 0 0 0.18178149 0 0 0 0.19888506
211 0.22079109 0 0 0 0.17812814 0 0 0 0.19386121
212 0.21518777 0 0 0 0.17447583 0 0 0 0.1888488
213 0.20960668 0 0 0 0.17082255 0 0 0 0.18384897
214 0.20404893 0 0 0 0.1671663 0 0 0 0.17886283
215 0.19851564 0 0 0 0.16350507 0 0 0 0.1738915
216 0.19300792 0 0 0 0.15983687 0 0 0 0.16893609
217 0.18752688 0 0 0 0.15615969 0 0 0 0.16399771
218 0.18207363 0 0 0 0.15247154 0 0 0 0.15907749
219 0.17664928 0 0 0 0.14877041 0 0 0 0.15417655
220 0.17125495 0 0 0 0.14505429 0 0 0 0.14929599
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Levels Cyan M Y c Magenta Y c M Yellow
221 0.16589175 0 0 0 0.1413212 0 0 0 0.14443694
222 0.16056078 0 0 0 0.13756912 0 0 0 0.13960051
223 0.15526316 0 0 0 0.13379605 0 0 0 0.13478783
224 0.15 0 0 0 0.13 0 0 0 0.13
225 0.14439223 0 0 0 0.12497494 0 0 0 0.12486216
226 0.13882422 0 0 0 0.11993261 0 0 0 0.11975444
227 0.13329938 0 0 0 0.11487832 0 0 0 0.11468025
228 0.12782113 0 0 0 0.10981737 0 0 0 0.10964298
229 0.12239288 0 0 0 0.10475503 0 0 0 0.10464602
230 0.11701805 0 0 0 0.09969662 0 0 0 0.09969278
231 0.11170006 0 0 0 0.09464743 0 0 0 0.09478664
232 0.10644232 0 0 0 0.08961274 0 0 0 0.08993101
233 0.10124824 0 0 0 0.08459787 0 0 0 0.08512927
234 0.09612125 0 0 0 0.07960809 0 0 0 0.08038483
235 0.09106476 0 0 0 0.07464872 0 0 0 0.07570108
236 0.08608218 0 0 0 0.06972504 0 0 0 0.07108141
237 0.08117693 0 0 0 0.06484235 0 0 0 0.06652923
238 0.07635243 0 0 0 0.06000594 0 0 0 0.06204792
239 0.07161209 0 0 0 0.05522112 0 0 0 0.05764088
240 0.06695933 0 0 0 0.05049317 0 0 0 0.0533115
241 0.06239757 0 0 0 0.04582739 0 0 0 0.0490632
242 0.05793021 0 0 0 0.04122908 0 0 0 0.04489935
243 0.05356068 0 0 0 0.03670353 0 0 0 0.04082335
244 0.04929238 0 0 0 0.03225604 0 0 0 0.0368386
245 0.04512875 0 0 0 0.02789191 0 0 0 0.0329485
246 0.04107319 0 0 0 0.02361642 0 0 0 0.02915644
247 0.03712911 0 0 0 0.01943488 0 0 0 0.02546582
248 0.03329994 0 0 0 0.01535257 0 0 0 0.02188002
249 0.02958909 0 0 0 0.01137481 0 0 0 0.01840246
250 0.02599998 0 0 0 0.00750687 0 0 0 0.01503652
251 0.02253602 0 0 0 0.00375406 0 0 0 0.01178559
252 0.01920062 0 0 0 0.00012168 0 0 0 0.00865308
253 0.01599721 0 0 0 -0.003385 0 0 0 0.00564239
254 0.0129292 0 0 0 -0.0067607 0 0 0 0.00275689
255 0.01 0 0 0 -0.01 0 0 0 0
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The CRT, a Mitsubishi Diamond Pro
17"
monitor (model TFS6705 SETK),
was calibrated using the procedure developed by Berns, Motta and Gorzynski
(R.S. Berns, R.J. Motta, and M.E. Gorzynski, CRT colorimetry Part I: theory and
practice, Color Res. and Appl, 18, 299-314 (1993). This method uses a mechanistic
model of the conversion from image digital counts to spectral radiant exitance.
The screen luminance is related to the voltage applied to the electron guns by a
power function (referred in the model, below, as the gamma, y). This voltage
must be significantly amplified. The gain, ko (a multiplicative transform) and
offset, k0 (an additive transform) of this amplification are variable and potentially
user-regulated. The gain control is commonly referred to as the contrast
adjustment and the offset control is the brightness adjustment. The value for
these three factors is slightly different for each channel (red, green, and blue) on
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Where dr, dg, and d^ are the digital counts (red, green, and blue
respectively). They are divided by the number of input bits
(2N
-1), to normalize
the values between 0 and 1.















Tristimulus value measurements of single-channel images1 are used to
determine the relationship between the tristimulus values and monitor channel
values. This is described in the matrix below (where the 3x3 matrix elements are
tristimulus value measurements of the single-channel images:
(2)
The inverse of the 3x3 matrix is used to derive the normalized digital
counts needed for the CRT model (R/Rmax/ etc-)/ given normalized tristimulus
values.
The model was implemented in the following way: first, the white point
was set on the CRT by adjusting the each channel's gain to achieve the requisite
chromaticities. As previously stated, the chromaticities during the D93
experiments were x = 0.2838, y
= 0.2977 while the chromaticity during the D65
experiments were x = 0.3124 and y
= 0.3290. Next, a series of 11 grays ranging
from black to white were displayed and the tristimulus values were measured.
The monitor parameters (gain, offset and gamma) were determined from
these eleven data points (of RGB and normalized digital counts) using a
nonlinear regression based upon the formula above.
(SYSTAT
software was
used, choosing the simplex method
and starting values of 0.1 for the offset, 1.02
for the gain, and 2.2 for the gamma.)
1 The digital counts are set at the maximum for one channel, and 0 for the other two.
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Model Accuracy
A simple evaluation of the CRT model was made by calculating the
tristimulus value prediction for the same eleven grays used to derive the model.
CIELAB metrics (AEab*, AL*, ACab*, and AHab*) were calculated. The
calibration for the D65 white point was excellent: the average
AEab*
was 0.81,
with a maximum of 1.84. In the case of D93 the mean
AEab*
was 1.35, with a
maximum of 5.93. As shown in the table below, the largest errors occurred in
the darkest colors, andwas caused primarily by chroma shifts.
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Table X. Evaluation of CRTModels, BothWhite Points
DAC's X Y Z
AEah* AL* ACab* AHab*
D93
0 0.133 0.137 0.18 5.934 -1.224 -5.747 -0.823
205 0.281 0.287 0.311 2.951 -0.897 -2.759 0.542
410 0.889 0.913 1.062 1.798 0.051 1.693 0.602
614 2.235 2.312 2.927 1.365 0.265 1.316 0.246
819 4.449 4.625 6.146 0.633 0.161 0.611 0.034
1024 7.66 7.99 10.93 0.148 -0.081 -0.109 -0.060
1229 11.86 12.4 17.21 0.413 -0.192 -0.364 -0.035
1434 17.16 17.94 25.14 0.515 -0.248 -0.437 -0.114
1638 23.56 24.66 34.75 0.470 -0.289 -0.371 -0.009
1843 31.11 32.57 46.2 0.377 -0.221 -0.306 0.019
2048 40.06 41.9 59.69 0.297 -0.228 -0.185 -0.045
D65
0 0.038 0.039 0.051 1.674 -0.352 -1.637 0.000
205 0.148 0.147 0.132 0.491 -0.226 -0.423 -0.105
410 0.603 0.611 0.556 1.839 0.411 1.777 -0.236
614 1.638 1.679 1.629 1.286 0.415 1.196 -0.226
819 3.348 3.458 3.523 0.559 0.239 0.420 -0.281
1024 5.857 6.092 6.355 0.193 -0.071 -0.116 -0.137
1229 9.15 9.57 10.15 0.525 -0.228 -0.470 0.050
1434 13.3 13.95 14.95 0.660 -0.298 -0.568 0.155
1638 18.36 19.23 20.83 0.673 -0.282 -0.603 -0.096
1843 24.32 25.53 27.82 0.544 -0.232 -0.492 0.029
2048 31.4 32.97 36.15 0.484 -0.236 -0.421 -0.038
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0.9999943 Brho 0.9999949 Brho 0.9999888 Brho
0.9999938 Bgamma 0.9999946 Bgamma 0.9999892 Bgamma
0.9999915 Bbeta 0.9999942 Bbeta 0.9999943 Bbeta
0.3914876 FL 0.3751567 FL 0.4781236 FL
0.9201979 Frho 0.9751981 Frho 1.0858926 Frho
0.9558642 Fgamma 0.9943496 Fgamma 1.0670303 Fgamma
1.1122383 Fbeta 1.0296192 Fbeta 0.8130911 Fbeta
94.9463469 rhoW 97.4494041 rhoW 102.6382977 rhoW
102.9812461 gammaW 101.5047809 gammaW 98.4441814 gammaW
142.4000000 betaW 109.2000000 betaW 51.7700000 betaW
0.0714972 rhoD 0.0367071 rhoD -0.0405719 rhoD
0.0000000 gammaD 0.0000000 gammaD 0.0000000 gammaD
-0.3023595 betaD -0.0669186 betaD 0.5767453 betaD
1.0000000 Nc 0.7000000 Nc 0.7000000 Nc
1.0003040 Neb 1.0003040 Neb 1.0003040 Neb
0.9917355 Ft 0.9906191 Ft 0.9954463 Ft
33.7364926 LAS 25.5358932 LAS 40.8601651 LAS
0.4103838 FLS 0.3917708 FLS 0.4236985 FLS
1.0003040 Nbb 1.0003040 Nbb 1.0003040 Nbb
1.8146286 NI 2.0489839 NI 2.1981449 NI
3.4635273 N2 2.4974770 N2 2.8743329 N2
42.2905180 QW 49.2297007 QW 57.5345937 QW
1.4472136 z 1.4472136 z 1.4472136 z
0.2000000 YBYW 0.2000000 YBYW 0.2000000 YBYW
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F91 (RLAB) Adaptation Files
D93 Mitsubishi CRT Input Adaptation Parameters
CAM matrix









Leica Projector / Slide Adaptation Parameters
Inverse CAM matrix





Appendix 7: Observer Instructions
Image Preference
This experiment involves viewing a pair of images and choosing which one
(left or right) "looks
better"
(i.e. which you prefer). There will be 3 images (a
picture of a model in downtown Rochester, a travel poster for Japan, and a
picture of a Kodak film box). You will evaluate a total of 18 pairs (slides).
Between each pair you will have to view a gray slide for 75 seconds. I will
record your responses.
If you have a question about image quality
- please ask. In general, just focus
on the colors. Take as much time as you need. Thanks for your help!
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Image Matching
This is a memory matching experiment for the same 3 images you viewed
before (a picture of a model in downtown Rochester, a travel poster for Japan,
and a picture of a Kodak film box).
You will first adapt to the computer monitor by looking at a gray screen for
75 seconds, then the first image will appear. You may look at this image for as
long as you like. When you are ready, the lights will be turned off and you will
view a gray slide for 75 seconds, then a pair of images will be projected. There
will be six slides for each image. Between each slide you will have to view the
gray slide for 75 seconds.
Choose which of the two images on each slide the looks most like the
original, and whether the
'match'
between the slide and CRT image is
acceptable. I will record your responses.
Some of your choices will be difficult, but you must make your best
guess.
When all the slides for an image have been evaluated, the lights will be
turned back on. You will need to adapt to the gray CRT screen again and the
next image will be presented. The corresponding set of slides will be presented
for your evaluation. This process will be repeated for the last image.
Take as much time as you need and THANKS for your help!
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SeanO'Toole 35 None None
Karen Braun 24 None Lots! (three or more)
Atsushi Suzuki 31 None Elizabeth's, color patches (thesis)
Sue Chan 43 None Elizabeth's thesis and Karen's (HDTV)
Elizabeth Pirotta 25 None Lots!
Jim Shyu 33 None Elizabeth's thesis and Taek's thesis
Heui-Keun Choh 32 None None
Hae Kyung Shin 30 None Lots!
Hong Li 27 None None
Toru Tanaka 36 None None
Lisa Reniff 29 None Lots!
Jason Gibson 21 None Elizabeth's thesis, Nathan's thesis
Brian Hawkins 28 None Student projects
Rick Alfin 39 None None
Peter Burns 41 None Student projects
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D93 White Point Observer Data
OBSVER=Atsushi
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L.MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 von_Kries RLAB Y RLAB von_Kries
balloon 2 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 3 von_Kries von_Kries N Hunt von_Kries
balloon 4 CIELAB von_Kries Y von_Kries CIELAB
balloon 5 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 CIELAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
ek box 1 von_Kries CIELAB N CIELAB von_Kries
ek box 2 RLAB RLAB N von_Kries RLAB
ek box 3 RLAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 2 Hunt Hunt N von_Kries Hunt
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 4 Hunt Hunt N Hunt CIELAB
japan 5 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB von_Kries
japan 6 RLAB RLAB Y von_Kries RLAB
OBSVER=Brian
balloon 1 Hunt von_Kries N Hunt von_Kries
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB von_Kries
balloon 4 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 6 CIELAB von_Kries Y von_Kries CIELAB
ek box 1 von Kries RLAB Y von_Kries RLAB
ek box 2 von_Kries von_Kries N CIELAB von_Kries
ek box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 2 Hunt CIELAB N Hunt CIELAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y von_Kries RLAB
japan 4 von_Kries CIELAB N CIELAB von_Kries
japan 5 von_Kries von_Kries Y von_Kries Hunt
japan 6 Hunt RLAB N Hunt RLAB
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OBSVER=Choh
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB von_Kries N RLAB von_Kries
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 3 Hunt von_Kries Y Hunt von_Kries
balloon 4 von_Kries von_Kries Y von_Kries CIELAB
balloon 5 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
ek_box 1 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB von_Kries
ek_box 2 von_Kries RLAB Y von_Kries RLAB
ek_box 3 CIELAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 Hunt RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 2 Hunt von_Kries N von_Kries Hunt
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 4 Hunt CIELAB N Hunt CIELAB
japan 5 von_Kries CIELAB Y CIELAB von_Kries
japan 6 RLAB RLAB Y von_Kries RLAB
OBSVER=Elizabeth
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 von_Kries von_Kries Y von_Kries CIELAB
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 4 Hunt von_Kries N Hunt von_Kries
balloon 5 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB von_Kries
ek box 1 RLAB RLAB Y von_Kries RLAB
ek box 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ek box 3 von_Kries von_Kries N CIELAB von_Kries
japan 1 von_Kries CIELAB Y CIELAB von_Kries
japan 2 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y von_Kries RLAB
japan 4 Hunt Hunt Y von_Kries Hunt
japan 5 Hunt Hunt Y Hunt CIELAB
japan 6 RLAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
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OBSVER=Hae_Kyung
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 von_Kries von_Kries Y Hunt von Kries
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB N CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 RLAB von_Kries Y RLAB vonjCries
balloon 4 CIELAB Hunt N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 6 von_Kries vonjCries Y von_Kries CIELAB
ek_box 1 RLAB RLAB Y von_Kries RLAB
ek_box 2 von_Kries von_Kries N CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 2 Hunt CIELAB N Hunt CIELAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
japan 4 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
japan 5 Hunt vonJKries N vonjCries Hunt
japan 6 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
OBSVER=Hong_Li
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 von_Kries CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 4 von_Kries vonjCries Y Hunt vonjCries
balloon 5 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
ek box 1 von_Kries RLAB N vonjCries RLAB
ek box 2 RLAB CIELAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ek box 3 von_Kries CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
japan 1 von_Kries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
japan 2 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 3 von Kries RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
japan 4 von Kries Hunt Y vonjCries Hunt
japan 5 CIELAB Hunt N Hunt CIELAB
japan 6 CIELAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
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OBSVER=Jason
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries Y von Kries CIELAB
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 4 Hunt vonjCries N Hunt vonjCries
balloon 5 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
ek_box 1 RLAB RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
ek_box 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ek_box 3 vonjCries vonjCries N CIELAB vonjCries
japan 1 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
japan 2 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
japan 4 Hunt vonjCries N vonjCries Hunt
japan 5 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
japan 6 RLAB RLAB N RLAB CIELAB
OBSVER=Jim
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 Hunt vonjCries Y Hunt vonjCries
balloon 2 RLAB CIELAB Y CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 RLAB vonjCries Y RLAB vonjCries
balloon 4 Hunt CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
balloon 5 RLAB RLAB N RLAB Hunt
balloon 6 vonjCries CIELAB Y vonJKries CIELAB
ek box 1 vonjCries RLAB N vonjCries RLAB
ek box 2 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB von_Kries
ek box 3 RLAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 CIELAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 2 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
japan 3 vonjCries vonjCries N vonjCries RLAB
japan 4 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
japan 5 von Kries Hunt Y vonjCries Hunt
japan 6 RLAB Hunt Y Hunt RLAB
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OBSVER=Karen
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 4 Hunt vonjCries N Hunt vonjCries
balloon 5 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonJKries
ek_box 1 RLAB RLAB N vonJKries RLAB
ek_box 2 RLAB RLAB N RLAB CIELAB
ek_box 3 CIELAB vonjCries N CIELAB vonjCries
japan 1 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
japan 2 Hunt RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
japan 4 Hunt Hunt N vonjCries Hunt
japan 5 Hunt CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
japan 6 CIELAB CIELAB Y RLAB CIELAB
OBSVER=Lisa
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries CIELAB
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 4 Hunt vonjCries Y Hunt vonjCries
balloon 5 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 vonJKries RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
ek box 1 RLAB RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
ek box 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ek box 3 vonjCries CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
japan 1 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
japan 2 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 3 von Kries RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
japan 4 Hunt vonjCries N vonjCries Hunt
japan 5 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
japan 6 CIELAB CIELAB Y RLAB CIELAB
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OBSVER=Peter
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB vonjCries Y RLAB vonjCries
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 3 Hunt vonjCries Y Hunt vonjCries
balloon 4 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries CIELAB
balloon 5 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 RLAB CIELAB Y CIELAB RLAB
ekjbox 1 von_Kries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 2 vonjCries vonJKries Y vonJKries RLAB
ek_box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 2 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 4 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
japan 5 vonjCries vonjCries N CIELAB vonjCries
japan 6 vonjCries RLAB Y vonJKries RLAB
OBSVER=Rick
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB RLAB N RLAB vonjCries
balloon 2 Hunt RLAB N RLAB Hunt
balloon 3 Hunt vonjCries N Hunt vonjCries
balloon 4 vonjCries CIELAB N vonjCries CIELAB
balloon 5 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 RLAB RLAB N CIELAB RLAB
ek box 1 vonjCries CIELAB N CIELAB vonJKries
ek box 2 vonjCries RLAB N vonjCries RLAB
ekjbox 3 RLAB RLAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 2 von Kries Hunt N vonjCries Hunt
japan 3 RLAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 4 CIELAB Hunt N Hunt CIELAB
japan 5 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB vonJKries
japan 6 vonjCries RLAB N vonjCries RLAB
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OBSVER=Sean
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB vonjCries Y RLAB vonjCries
balloon 2 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 3 Hunt vonjCries Y Hunt von Kries
balloon 4 vonjCries CIELAB Y von Kries CIELAB
balloon 5 Hunt CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
balloon 6 RLAB CIELAB Y CIELAB RLAB
ek_box 1 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 2 RLAB RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
ek_box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 Hunt RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
japan 2 Hunt Hunt Y vonjCries Hunt
japan 3 CIELAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 4 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
japan 5 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
japan 6 vonjCries RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
OBSVER=Sue
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries N Hunt vonjCries
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB N CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 vonjCries RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
balloon 4 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
balloon 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
balloon 6 CIELAB CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
ek box 1 vonjCries RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
ek box 2 vonJKries vonjCries N CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 CIELAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 2 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
japan 3 von Kries vonjCries N vonjCries RLAB
japan 4 von Kries vonjCries Y CIELAB vonjCries
japan 5 von Kries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
japan 6 Hunt RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
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OBSVER=Toru
IMAGE ORDER P CHOICE M CHOICE ACCEPT L MODEL R MODEL
balloon 1 Hunt vonjCries N Hunt vonjCries
balloon 2 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB RLAB
balloon 3 RLAB vonjCries N RLAB vonjCries
balloon 4 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
balloon 5 Hunt RLAB N RLAB Hunt
balloon 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries CIELAB
ek_box 1 RLAB RLAB N vonjCries RLAB
ek_box 2 vonjCries CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 3 RLAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 CIELAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 2 Hunt CIELAB N Hunt CIELAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB N vonjCries RLAB
japan 4 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
japan 5 Hunt Hunt N vonjCries Hunt
japan 6 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
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D65 White Point Observer Data
OBSVER=Atsushi
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 Hunt RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 2 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB von Kries
balloon 3 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
balloon 4 vonjCries RLAB Y von Kries RLAB
balloon 5 CIELAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 6 Hunt vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ek_box 1 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 2 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
ek_box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
ek_box 4 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
ek_box 5 vonjCries vonjCries N vonjCries Hunt
ek_box 6 RLAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 Hunt Hunt Y Hunt vonjCries
japan 2 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 3 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 4 CIELAB CIELAB N vonjCries CIELAB
japan 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 6 CIELAB Hunt N CIELAB Hunt
OBSVER=Choh
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries Y CIELAB vonjCries
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 3 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
balloon 4 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 5 RLAB RLAB Y vonJKries RLAB
balloon 6 CIELAB CIELAB N Hunt CIELAB
ek box 1 Hunt RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
ek box 2 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
ek box 3 CIELAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
ek box 4 Hunt Hunt Y vonjCries Hunt
ek box 5 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 6 RLAB vonjCries Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 1 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
japan 2 CIELAB CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
japan 3 CIELAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 4 Hunt Hunt N Hunt vonJKries
japan 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
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OBSVER=Elizabeth
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L MODEL R MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 2 vonjCries vonJKries Y CIELAB von Kries
balloon 3 CIELAB CIELAB N Hunt CIELAB
balloon 4 RLAB RLAB N von Kries RLAB
balloon 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y von Kries Hunt
ek_box 1 vonjCries CIELAB N CIELAB von Kries
ek_box 2 RLAB RLAB N Hunt RLAB
ekjbox 3 RLAB RLAB N RLAB von Kries
ek_box 4 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
ek_box 5 vonjCries vonjCries N vonjCries Hunt
ek_box 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 Hunt Hunt N Hunt von Kries
japan 2 RLAB RLAB N CIELAB RLAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB N RLAB Hunt
japan 4 CIELAB CIELAB N vonjCries CIELAB
japan 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 6 Hunt Hunt N CIELAB Hunt
OBSVER=Hae_Kyung
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
balloon 2 Hunt Hunt N Hunt CIELAB
balloon 3 RLAB Hunt N Hunt RLAB
balloon 4 RLAB RLAB N RLAB CIELAB
balloon 5 vonjCries vonjCries Y CIELAB von Kries
balloon 6 RLAB vonjCries Y vonjCries RLAB
ek box 1 RLAB vonjCries N RLAB vonjCries
ek box 2 RLAB RLAB N RLAB CIELAB
ek box 3 vonjCries vonjCries Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 4 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
ek box 5 Hunt Hunt N CIELAB Hunt
ek box 6 von Kries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
japan 1 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 4 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
japan 5 Hunt vonjCries N Hunt vonjCries
japan 6 CIELAB CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
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OBSVER=Hong_Li
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
balloon 2 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
balloon 3 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 4 RLAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
balloon 5 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
balloon 6 RLAB RLAB N vonJKries RLAB
ek_box 1 vonjCries RLAB N RLAB vonjCries
ek_box 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ek_box 3 vonjCries vonjCries Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 4 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
ek_box 5 Hunt Hunt Y CIELAB Hunt
ek_box 6 vonjCries Hunt Y vonJKries Hunt
japan 1 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 2 vonjCries RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 3 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 4 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
japan 5 vonjCries vonjCries N Hunt vonjCries
japan 6 vonjCries CIELAB Y vonJKries CIELAB
OBSVER=Jason
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 2 vonjCries vonjCries N CIELAB vonjCries
balloon 3 Hunt Hunt Y Hunt CIELAB
balloon 4 RLAB RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
balloon 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ek box 1 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 2 RLAB Hunt N Hunt RLAB
ek box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
ek box 4 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
ek box 5 vonjCries Hunt N vonjCries Hunt
ek box 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 Hunt Hunt Y Hunt vonjCries
japan 2 RLAB RLAB N CIELAB RLAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 4 vonjCries CIELAB N vonjCries CIELAB
japan 5 vonjCries RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 6 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
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OBSVER=Jim (preference), Brian (matching)
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB RLAB N Hunt RLAB
balloon 2 CIELAB vonjCries Y CIELAB von Kries
balloon 3 Hunt CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
balloon 4 RLAB RLAB N von_Kries RLAB
balloon 5 RLAB RLAB N RLAB CIELAB
balloon 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ekjbox 1 vonjCries vonjCries N CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 2 RLAB Hunt Y Hunt RLAB
ekjbox 3 RLAB vonjCries N RLAB vonjCries
ek_box 4 CIELAB Hunt Y CIELAB Hunt
ek_box 5 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ekjbox 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 vonJKries vonjCries Y Hunt vonjCries
japan 2 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 3 Hunt RLAB N RLAB Hunt
japan 4 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries CIELAB
japan 5 vonjCries vonjCries N RLAB vonjCries
japan 6 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
OBSVER=Lisa
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
balloon 2 Hunt CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
balloon 3 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 4 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 5 vonjCries vonjCries Y CIELAB vonjCries
balloon 6 RLAB RLAB Y vonJKries RLAB
ek box 1 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
ek box 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ek box 3 vonjCries CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 4 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
ek box 5 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
ek box 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
japan 1 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 3 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 4 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
japan 5 vonjCries vonjCries N Hunt vonjCries
japan 6 vonjCries CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
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OBSVER=Karen
IMAGE ORDER P CHOICE M CHOICE ACCEPT L MODEL R MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 2 vonjCries vonJKries Y CIELAB vonjCries
balloon 3 Hunt CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
balloon 4 RLAB vonjCries Y vonJKries RLAB
balloon 5 RLAB CIELAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ek box 1 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 2 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
ek box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonJKries
ek box 4 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
ek box 5 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ek box 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
japan 1 vonjCries Hunt N Hunt vonj<Cries
japan 2 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 3 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 4 vonjCries CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
japan 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries




IMAGE ORDER P CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 2 vonjCries **CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
balloon 3 Hunt CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
balloon 4 RLAB **RLAB Y vonjCries RLAB
balloon 5 RLAB **RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ek box 1 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 2 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
ek box 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonJKries
ek box 4 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
ek box 5 von Kries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ek box 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB
CIELAB
japan 1 von Kries Hunt N Hunt vonJKries
japan 2 RLAB **CIELAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 3 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 4 von Kries CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
japan 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 6 Hunt CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
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OBSVER=Peter
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L MODEL R MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB von Kries
balloon 2 RLAB CIELAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 3 vonjCries Hunt Y von Kries Hunt
balloon 4 RLAB Hunt N Hunt RLAB
balloon 5 RLAB vonjCries Y von Kries RLAB
balloon 6 Hunt CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
ek_box 1 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
ek_box 2 Hunt CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
ekjbox 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ekjbox 4 vonjCries vonjCries Y von Kries Hunt
ekjbox 5 vonjCries vonjCries Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 1 Hunt CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
japan 2 CIELAB vonjCries Y vonjCries CIELAB
japan 3 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 4 vonjCries Hunt Y Hunt vonjCries
japan 5 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 6 vonjCries RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
OBSVER=Rick
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries Y CIELAB vonjCries
balloon 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 3 Hunt vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
balloon 4 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 5 vonJKries RLAB Y vonJKries RLAB
balloon 6 Hunt Hunt N Hunt CIELAB
ek box 1 Hunt RLAB N Hunt RLAB
ek box 2 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
ek box 3 RLAB RLAB N RLAB CIELAB
ek box 4 Hunt vonjCries N vonjCries Hunt
ek box 5 vonjCries CIELAB N CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 6 vonjCries RLAB N RLAB vonjCries
japan 1 Hunt Hunt N CIELAB Hunt
japan 2 vonjCries CIELAB N vonjCries CIELAB
japan 3 CIELAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 4 von Kries Hunt N Hunt vonjCries
japan 5 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 6 von Kries RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
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OBSVER=Sean
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 CIELAB vonjCries Y CIELAB von Kries
balloon 2 CIELAB CIELAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 3 vonjCries vonjCries Y von Kries Hunt
balloon 4 RLAB Hunt N Hunt RLAB
balloon 5 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries RLAB
balloon 6 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
ekjbox 1 RLAB Hunt Y Hunt RLAB
ekjbox 2 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
ek_box 3 RLAB CIELAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ek_box 4 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ek_box 5 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 1 Hunt CIELAB Y CIELAB Hunt
japan 2 vonjCries CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 4 Hunt vonjCries N Hunt vonJKries
japan 5 Hunt RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 6 RLAB vonjCries N RLAB vonjCries
OBSVER=Sue
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L_MODEL R_MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
balloon 2 CIELAB CIELAB Y Hunt CIELAB
balloon 3 RLAB RLAB Y Hunt RLAB
balloon 4 RLAB CIELAB N RLAB CIELAB
balloon 5 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB vonjCries
balloon 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries RLAB
ek box 1 RLAB vonjCries Y RLAB vonjCries
ek box 2 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB CIELAB
ek box 3 vonjCries vonjCries Y CIELAB vonjCries
ek box 4 RLAB Hunt N Hunt RLAB
ek box 5 Hunt Hunt Y CIELAB Hunt
ek box 6 vonjCries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
japan 1 CIELAB CIELAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 2 von Kries RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB Hunt
japan 4 CIELAB CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
japan 5 vonjCries vonjCries Y Hunt vonjCries
japan 6 von_Kries vonjCries Y vonjCries CIELAB
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OBSVER=Toru
IMAGE ORDER P_CHOICE M_CHOICE ACCEPT L MODEL R MODEL
balloon 1 vonjCries CIELAB Y CIELAB von Kries
balloon 2 RLAB CIELAB Y RLAB CIELAB
balloon 3 Hunt vonjCries Y von Kries Hunt
balloon 4 RLAB Hunt N Hunt RLAB
balloon 5 RLAB vonjCries N von Kries RLAB
balloon 6 Hunt Hunt Y Hunt CIELAB
ek_box 1 RLAB RLAB N Hunt RLAB
ek_box 2 Hunt Hunt N CIELAB Hunt
ek_box 3 RLAB RLAB N RLAB CIELAB
ek_box 4 vonJKries vonjCries Y vonjCries Hunt
ek_box 5 vonjCries vonjCries N CIELAB vonjCries
ek_box 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
japan 1 Hunt CIELAB N CIELAB Hunt
japan 2 vonjCries CIELAB Y vonjCries CIELAB
japan 3 RLAB RLAB Y CIELAB RLAB
japan 4 Hunt Hunt N Hunt vonjCries
japan 5 RLAB RLAB N RLAB Hunt
japan 6 RLAB RLAB Y RLAB vonjCries
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Appendix 9; Calculations of Z-Scores and Confidence Intervals.
Experiment 1: All Images, Preference, D93 White Point
Frequency




VK 20 28 9
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.667 0.400 0.333
RLAB 0.333 0.500 0.222 0.378
CIELAB 0.600 0.778 0.500 0.800
VK 0.667 0.622 0.200 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 0.431 -0.253 -0.431
RLAB -0.431 0.000 -0.765 -0.311
CIELAB 0.253 0.765 0.000 0.842
VK 0.431 0.311 -0.842 0.000
Average 0.063 0.377 -0.465 0.025
Confidence 1ntervals




0.315 0.582 -0.259 0.231
II 11
-0.189 0.171 -0.671 -0.181
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Balloon Images, Preference, D93 White Point
Frequency




VK 11 12 3
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.667 0.267 0.267
RLAB 0.333 0.500 0.133 0.200
CIELAB 0.733 0.867 0.500 0.800
VK 0.733 0.800 0.200 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 0.431 -0.623 -0.623
RLAB -0.431 0.000 -1.111 -0.842
CIELAB 0.623 1.111 0.000 0.842
VK 0.623 0.842 -0.842 0.000
Average 0.204 0.596 -0.644 -0.156
Confidence 1[ntervals




0.560 0.952 -0.288 0.201
it ti
-0.153 0.239 -1.000 -0.512
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Japan Images, Preference, D93 White Point
Frequency




VK 9 8 4
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.667 0.533 0.400
RLAB 0.333 0.500 0.467 0.467
CIELAB 0.467 0.533 0.500 0.733
VK 0.600 0.533 0.267 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 0.431 0.084 -0.253
RLAB -0.431 0.000 -0.084 -0.084
CIELAB -0.084 0.084 0.000 0.623
VK 0.253 0.084 -0.623 0.000
Average -0.065 0.150 -0.156 0.071
Confidence '. ntervals




0.291 0.506 0.201 0.428
it it
-0.422 -0.207 -0.512 -0.285
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EK Box Image, Preference, D93 White Point
Frequency






H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93
RLAB 0.500 0.067 0.467
CIELAB 0.933 0.500 0.867
VK 0.533 0.133 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93
RLAB 0.000 -1.501 -0.084
CIELAB 1.501 0.000 1.111
VK 0.084 -1.111 0.000
Average 0.528 -0.871 0.342
Confidence 1ntervals
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Experiment 2: All Images, Image Matching, D93 White Point
Frequency




VK 8 36 28
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.967 0.833 0.733
RLAB 0.033 0.500 0.333 0.200
CIELAB 0.167 0.667 0.500 0.378
VK 0.267 0.800 0.622 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 1.834 0.967 0.623
RLAB -1.834 0.000 -0.431 -0.842
CIELAB -0.967 0.431 0.000 -0.311
VK -0.623 0.842 0.311 0.000
Average -0.856 0.777 0.212 -0.133
Confidence 1ntervals
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
"+"
-0.604 0.982 0.418 0.073
it ti
-1.108 0.571 0.006 -0.338
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Balloon Images, Image Matching, D93 White Point
Frequency




VK 0 9 6
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 1.000 0.933 1.000
RLAB 0.000 0.500 0.267 0.400
CIELAB 0.067 0.733 0.500 0.600
VK 0.000 0.600 0.400 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 undefined 1.501 undefined
RLAB undefined 0.000 -0.623 -0.253
CIELAB -1.501 0.623 0.000 0.253
VK undefined 0.253 -0.253 0.000
w/o Hunt
RLAB 0.000 -0.623 -0.253
CIELAB 0.623 0.000 0.253
VK 0.253 -0.253 0.000
Average 0.292 -0.292 0.000
Confidence 1ntervals
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Japan Images, Image Matching, D93 White Point
Frequency




VK 8 13 13
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.933 0.733 0.467
RLAB 0.067 0.500 0.400 0.133
CIELAB 0.267 0.600 0.500 0.133
VK 0.533 0.867 0.867 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 1.501 0.623 -0.084
RLAB -1.501 0.000 -0.253 -1.111
CIELAB -0.623 0.253 0.000 -1.111
VK 0.084 1.111 1.111 0.000
Average -0.510 0.716 0.370 -0.576
Confidence '. ntervals
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
"+"
-0.154 1.073 0.726 -0.220
ti ti
-0.866 0.360 0.014 -0.933
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EK Box Images, Image Matching, D93 White Point
Frequency






H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93
RLAB 0.500 0.333 0.067
CIELAB 0.667 0.500 0.400
VK 0.933 0.600 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93
RLAB 0.000 -0.431 -1.501
CIELAB 0.431 0.000 -0.253
VK 1.501 0.253 0.000
Average 0.644 -0.059 -0.585
Confidence 1[ntervals
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Experiment 3: All Images, Preference, D65 White Point
Frequency




VK 12 29 11
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.762 0.357 0.714
RLAB 0.238 0.500 0.190 0.310
CIELAB 0.643 0.810 0.500 0.738
VK 0.286 0.690 0.262 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 0.712 -0.366 0.566
RLAB -0.712 0.000 -0.876 -0.497
CIELAB 0.366 0.876 0.000 0.637
VK -0.566 0.497 -0.637 0.000
Average -0.228 0.521 -0.470 0.177
Confidence 1[ntervals




-0.015 0.734 -0.257 -0.389
tt ii
-0.441 0.309 -0.683 -0.036
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Balloon Images, Preference, D65 White Point
Frequency




VK 3 10 2
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.929 0.429 0.786
RLAB 0.071 0.500 0.143 0.286
CIELAB 0.571 0.857 0.500 0.857
VK 0.214 0.714 0.143 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 1.465 -0.180 0.792
RLAB -1.465 0.000 -1.068 -0.566
CIELAB 0.180 1.068 0.000 1.068
VK -0.792 0.566 -1.068 0.000
Average -0.519 0.775 -0.579 0.323
Confidence 1ntervals




-0.150 1.144 -0.210 0.692
it ti
-0.888 0.406 -0.948 -0.046
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Japan Images, Preference, D65 White Point
Frequency




VK 7 8 5
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.500 0.286 0.500
RLAB 0.500 0.500 0.357 0.429
CIELAB 0.714 0.643 0.500 0.643
VK 0.500 0.571 0.357 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 0.000 -0.566 0.000
RLAB 0.000 0.000 -0.366 -0.180
CIELAB 0.566 0.366 0.000 0.366
VK 0.000 0.180 -0.366 0.000
Average 0.141 0.137 -0.325 0.047
Confidence 1[ntervals
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
"+"
0.510 0.505 0.044 0.415
ti u
-0.227 -0.232 -0.693 -0.322
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EK Box Images, Preference, D65 White Point
Frequency




VK 2 11 4
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.857 0.357 0.857
RLAB 0.143 0.500 0.071 0.214
CIELAB 0.643 0.929 0.500 0.714
VK 0.143 0.786 0.286 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 1.068 -0.366 1.068
RLAB -1.068 0.000 -1.465 -0.792
CIELAB 0.366 1.465 0.000 0.566
VK -1.068 0.792 -0.566 0.000
Average -0.442 0.831 -0.599 0.210
Confidence '. ntervals




-0.073 1.200 -0.231 0.579
ti ii
-0.811 0.462 -0.968 -0.158
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Experiment 4: All Images, Image Matching, D65 White Point
Frequency




VK 12 29 24
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.810 0.714 0.714
RLAB 0.190 0.500 0.286 0.310
CIELAB 0.286 0.714 0.500 0.429
VK 0.286 0.690 0.571 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 0.876 0.566 0.566
RLAB -0.876 0.000 -0.566 -0.497
CIELAB -0.566 0.566 0.000 -0.180
VK -0.566 0.497 0.180 0.000
Average -0.502 0.485 0.045 -0.028
Confidence '. ntervals
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
"+"
-0.289 0.698 0.258 0.185
ii n
-0.715 0.272 -0.168 -0.241
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Balloon Images, Image Matching, D65 White Point
Frequency




VK 1 8 5
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.714 0.714 0.929
RLAB 0.286 0.500 0.429 0.429
CIELAB 0.286 0.571 0.500 0.643
VK 0.071 0.571 0.357 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 0.566 0.566 1.465
RLAB -0.566 0.000 -0.180 -0.180
CIELAB -0.566 0.180 0.000 0.366
VK -1.465 0.180 -0.366 0.000
Average -0.649 0.231 0.005 0.413
Confidence '. ntervals




-0.280 0.600 0.374 0.782
ii ii
-1.018 -0.137 -0.364 0.044
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Japan Images, Image Matching, D65 White Point
Frequency




VK 8 12 11
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 1.000 0.786 0.429
RLAB 0.000 0.500 0.214 0.143
CIELAB 0.214 0.786 0.500 0.214
VK 0.571 0.857 0.786 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 undefined 0.792 -0.180
RLAB undefined 0.000 -0.792 -1.068
CIELAB -0.792 0.792 0.000 -0.792
VK 0.180 1.068 0.792 0.000
w/o Hunt
RLAB 0.000 -0.792 -1.068
CIELAB 0.792 0.000 -0.792
VK 1.068 0.792 0.000
Average 0.620 0.000 -0.620
Confidence 1ntervals
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EK Box Images, Image Matching, D65 White Point
Frequency




VK 3 9 8
Probability
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.500 0.714 0.643 0.786
RLAB 0.286 0.500 0.214 0.357
CIELAB 0.357 0.786 0.500 0.429
VK 0.214 0.643 0.571 0.500
Z-Scores
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
H93 0.000 0.566 0.366 0.792
RLAB -0.566 0.000 -0.792 -0.366
CIELAB -0.366 0.792 0.000 -0.180
VK -0.792 0.366 0.180 0.000
Average -0.431 0.431 -0.061 0.061
Confidence 1[ntervals
H93 RLAB CIELAB VK
"+"
-0.062 0.800 0.307 0.430
n it
-0.800 0.062 -0.430 -0.307
